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CIMdata News 

Managing Enterprise Product Cost—Through the Right Investments: a CIMdata Commentary  

14 January 2014 

 

Key takeaways: 

 Understanding the components of product cost over the product lifecycle is key to maximizing 

ROI 

 The biggest opportunities for cost reduction often lie at the intersections of functions within an 

organization 

 TCS takes a holistic view of costs and uses industry, technology, and process knowledge to solve 

difficult cost management problems 

 

Cost is an issue in every company. Cost management is not just a tool, but also a key process that helps 

ensure business success. A critical capability for managing cost is having an integrated view of cost 

across the value chain of product development and delivery. The challenge is that cost management 

processes and supporting systems and data are in silos and fragmented. The consequence of this 

fragmentation is a spiral effect of bad decisions and delays ultimately leading to an unsatisfactory ROI. 

 

Cost can be a complex topic within the manufactured products industries. Understanding the 

components of product cost and how to manage them is a key element of business success. PLM 
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solutions typically have a simple view of cost; it is an attribute on an item that can be rolled up in a 

BOM. A key question is “what cost?” Is it the prototype cost? Is it the cost at launch? Is it the cost at 

steady state production? The correct answer is probably yes to all of these questions, but it depends on 

context. An engineer working in product development focuses on target cost and how it relates to 

projected steady state production cost, while a manufacturing engineer may focus on the cost difference 

between launch and steady state production or capital cost of new production equipment. Someone 

working in supply chain or logistics may focus on transportation and fulfillment costs based on the 

production facility. As products have shorter lifecycles, the margin at each state of the product lifecycle 

can be key to ultimate profitability. Figure 1 shows some of the cost categories that can be measured 

over the product lifecycle. 

 

Cost is a key attribute used for most product related decisions. It is used as a discriminator for many 

decisions including make versus buy, price versus quality, and price versus feature. Unfortunately, 

getting the right cost information to support product decisions can be difficult. Three key pain points in 

cost management include: 

 Getting access to all the right cost data at the right time. In most organizations costs are 

considered privileged information and access is controlled. On top of this, data is stored in many 

repositories separated by organizational boundaries and software solution silos. In addition to 

enterprise solutions most organizations have a lot of cost and related data stored within a 

spreadsheet in a relatively unstructured format. 

 While manufacturing cost is generally well understood, the cost of a part or product over its 

lifecycle usually is not as well understood.  

 As companies move to platform or modular architectures determining how to allocate costs from 

the platform to saleable products is difficult and there is rarely consensus on how to do it. 

 

Figure 1—Lifecycle View of Types of Cost 
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Managing cost can be like squeezing a balloon, pushing in one area can cause expansion in another area. 

Understanding how changes affect other costs is key to achieving a real cost reduction and not just 

transferring the cost elsewhere in the extended enterprise. To accomplish this, cost management cannot 

be done in a vacuum or silo, an integrated view of cost over the product lifecycle needs to be accessible. 

The product cost also must be considered within the context of the business model of the company that 

includes the business processes and costing methods. This is a complex interplay of data and to 

successfully leverage the interplay, a software solution is required that understands the environment. 

 

In addition, since costs are usually considered sensitive, access may need to be controlled, ideally 

however, the costs should be visible to anyone proposing, executing or approving a change that impacts 

product cost. At the minimum, the decision makers—the product managers and those with P&L 

responsibility need easy access to all cost related information. 

 

A cost management solution needs certain key features. It needs to be based on data updated in real or 

near real time to provide useful information. The data must be reliable and accurate within the business 

context. Ease of use is critical. It must be possible to develop alternative what-if scenarios that generate 

actionable information. For example if a product manager sees that the forecasted production cost is 

high due to new manufacturing line technology requirements, he should be able to easily communicate 

the issue with manufacturing engineering, and task them with figuring out how to use existing 

manufacturing capabilities. It should easily integrate with the variety of repositories where cost data is 

stored while respecting security requirements. Finally, the solution must be sustainable, the solution 

should be adaptable to the changing business environment without requiring a rip and replace approach 

to upgrades. 

 

TCS Cost Management Case Studies 

CIMdata see significant advantages to working with large Consulting Organizations and System 

Integrators like TCS because they have broad and deep capabilities enabling the support of enterprise-

wide business processes, not just product development. They are able to ideate, develop and implement 

business solutions that leverage technology, process reengineering, and organizational change to help 

businesses transform to better meet their business objectives. 

 

Executives from the Consulting Arm of the Innovation and Transformation Group within the 

Manufacturing Industry Solution Unit of TCS recently reviewed several cost management related case 

studies with CIMdata. The case studies focused on cost management project successes in discrete 

manufacturing companies. They highlighted TCS’s capabilities by focusing on how they used their 

framework to address process, technology and structure related cost issues. 

 

The case studies focused on process issues and utilized TCS’s Transformational Planning methodology
1
 

to develop solutions for several different manufacturing companies. The product portfolio and cost 

management maturity of the companies that were discussed were quite diverse. Although in each case 

                                                 
1
 http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/124-plm-transformation-

planning-an-update-on-methods-and-tools-for-defining-a-high-impact-program-commentary 
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the cost management is addressed differently, there were few common factors observed. The dashboards 

showcased were practical to use and able to provide visibility and the required details. In some other 

case studies presented, the cost issue was tackled by bringing in precision in the way product 

information is managed and communicated. Everyone involved in the product development lifecycle can 

find the right information, thus eliminating cost of duplicate work and/or rework. The principle of 

precision was also embedded for cases where reengineering of cost management processes was carried 

out. Processes and soft factors were streamlined through standardized terminology and common view of 

all costs involved in the product lifecycle. 

 

Conclusion 

The biggest cost reduction opportunities are in the design phase of a product’s development when a 

small portion of the entire product cost is committed and cost of change is low. In order to make correct 

cost decisions, product developers (and for that matter everyone else involved) should have access to 

reliable and timely cost data. If the target is to reduce the total cost, and not just one part of it, then the 

entire organization should have a consistent view of all costs related to the product, over its entire 

lifecycle. 

 

The topic of cost management may never be completely addressed, however there are demonstrated 

processes and tools that can help close this gap. TCS has presented a compelling portfolio of case 

studies in this context, demonstrating the variety of ways they have helped their customers reduce cost 

and improve ROI. 

 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Bets Big on the Internet of Things: a CIMdata Commentary  

17 January 2014 

 

Key takeaways: 

 More and more manufactured products are smart, and more and more of their value is provided 

by their electronics and embedded software content 

 PTC made a huge move to support their manufacturing customers in getting smart and 

connected with their acquisition of ThingWorx, a leading provider of “Internet of Things” 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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development tools and infrastructure 

 This acquisition, and two other recent announcements by Autodesk and Google, show the 

importance of smart, connected devices in just about all product markets 

 

When you listen to just about any product ad today, the come-on is not about “new” or “improved.” It is 

about “smart”: smartphones, smart TVs, smart thermostats, and many other familiar items. IBM’s 

Smarter Planet campaign is ubiquitous. Firms in many manufacturing industries rely on embedded 

software and electronics to make their products smarter and more adaptable. They are also delivering 

more product value through software than ever before. Smart products can also be instrumented to 

capture data about product conditions and use. For example, logistics has been a long time user of 

embedded data capture and real-time diagnostics. Technicians can query the device for this data and use 

it to help define the necessary repairs. Now add connectivity to the mix. All of this captured data can be 

shared, in real time, to help make better decisions more quickly. The volumes of data can be enormous, 

and the abilities to manage it and meaningfully analyze it are essential. Companies looking to build 

smarter products mostly use a roll your own (RYO) approach, cobbling together disparate tools and 

technologies.  

 

PTC and their most recent acquisition, ThingWorx, want to change that. PTC has many large 

manufacturing clients that make smart, connected products and these issues are part of PTC’s view of 

the world presented by Jim Heppelmann, their CEO. ThingWorx is a leading player in the Internet of 

Things (IoT), providing tools for software development and other supporting infrastructure. As 

important, ThingWorx has forged many partnerships across the hardware and software infrastructure 

providers, and are building significant technology themselves. This is clearly of interest to PTC 

customers making tractors, airplanes, and other smart devices. Of course, PTC hopes that combining 

ThingWorx with MKS and the rest of their portfolio of PLM enabling solutions will provide competitive 

differentiation. During their in-depth analyst briefing on January 15, PTC stated that ThingWorx will 

continue to work independently on building their business, whose vision extends well beyond PTC’s. At 

least initially, PTC will resell the ThingWorx platform and develop some applications for their core 

ALM, SLM, and PLM businesses.  

 

This is a big move for PTC, and it cost them big money, particularly in comparison with many of their 

more recent acquisitions. (PTC paid more than 10-times revenues.) According to their executives, they 

were independently pursuing IoT tool development when they realized that they could go farther much 

faster by acquiring ThingWorx. Their tools are impressive, and CIMdata looks forward to getting more 

than the short demo provided during the announcement. This could also be important to PTC for another 

reason. ThingWorx provides a platform-independent tool set on which Web, Android, and iOS 

applications can be developed to provide real-time access to data from a wide range of sources, 

including other enterprise systems, with no programming required. This data is presented to users in 

interactive dashboards. This capability could prove valuable to other parts of the PTC portfolio, 

particularly on the mobile side, which is where the action is today. CIMdata believes this is an exciting 

move by PTC, allowing them to expand their vision and addressable market, and to help differentiate 

them from the PLM pack. 

 

Beyond PTC, this announcement is one of three made recently that shows the importance of smart and 
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IoT. Autodesk recently announced their acquisition of circuits.io, a former partner, which operates an 

on-line electronic design sharing community that makes it easy to make smart devices. We can already 

buy drones on iTunes, and now both companies and individuals can readily create and interconnect 

smart devices of their own design. PTC and ThingWorx can help companies interconnect devices, 

harvest and analyze data, and make the system smarter and more effective. With anyone creating such 

devices, they can proliferate even faster, if that is possible. 

 

The last announcement was Google acquiring Nest, a leading provider of smart devices for the home, 

most notably thermostats. If nothing else, this costly purchase ($3.2 billion) helps validate the consumer 

IoT device market. Many have discussed their motives, but clearly enhanced digital awareness with 

context is the next data market Google wants to dominate. It’s not enough to know what we are 

communicating over the Internet, we will also be sharing where we are, what we are doing, etc., with 

more than our phones. Nest says they will not share such data with Google. But we are moving to a 

world where just about everything we use, including our clothes, can be sharing status updates.  

 

Where is this going? Is this yet another example of the downside of new technology, with a familiar 

MO: doing things because we can, not because we should? Amazon could deliver packages using 

drones, but the mass outcry against it suggests the buying public does not think they should. But these 

three announcements taken together suggest that wherever this might go, we are going to be able to get 

there much, much faster. We better be prepared to hold onto something. 

 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 

Dassault Systèmes Announces the Fulfillment of the Offer Condition to Voluntary Public Offer to 

Acquire up to 100% of the Share Capital in Realtime Technology AG 

14 January 2014 

 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that, as a result of the completion of the acquisition of a 84% 

controlling interest in Realtime Technology AG (“RTT”), the voluntary public offer published on 11 

December 2013, supported by RTT’s Board of directors and managing board, is now unconditional. 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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As a reminder, on December 11, 2013, Dassault Systèmes' indirect subsidiary 3DS Acquisition AG (the 

“Offeror”) has published a voluntary public offer to shareholders with permanent or habitual residence 

or domicile in the European Union of Realtime Technology AG (“RTT”) to acquire up to 100% of the 

share capital of RTT for a cash consideration of EUR 40.00 per share. RTT is the leading provider of 

professional high-end 3D visualization software, marketing solutions and computer generated imagery 

services. 

 

With the voluntary public offer, Dassault Systèmes intends to indirectly acquire all remaining registered 

common shares in RTT that are not held by RTT itself, by the Offeror, by shareholders of RTT who 

have already agreed to sell their shares in private transactions to the Offeror, or by shareholders of RTT 

with permanent or habitual residence or domicile outside the European Union which are excluded from 

the voluntary public offer. 

 

The acceptance period has begun with the publication of the offer document on December 11, 2013, and 

will end on January 29, 2014, midnight (CET). 

 

The Offeror has retained B. Metzler seel. Sohn & Co. KGaA, Corporate Actions, Große Gallusstraße 18, 

60311 Frankfurt/Main, as settlement agent to perform the technical execution and processing of the 

voluntary public offer. RTT shareholders can only accept the voluntary public offer vis-à-vis their 

respective custodian bank as set forth in further detail in the offer document. 

 

The German language offer document and a non-binding English translation thereof as well as 

additional information relating to the voluntary public offer are published on the internet 

at www.3ds.com/rtt-tender-offer. Shareholders of RTT which are entitled to accept the voluntary public 

offer can also request copies of the offer document free of charge from B. Metzler seel. Sohn & Co. 

KGaA, Corporate Actions, at fax number +49 (0)69 2104 595. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam Shareholders Vote to Accept Autodesk Offer 

15 January 2014 

 

Shareholders in Delcam today voted to accept the offer made by Autodesk to acquire the company.  The 

acquisition is expected to be completed during February. 

 

Headquartered in Birmingham, UK, Delcam has more than 30 offices worldwide and over 700 

employees.  The company’s range of design, manufacturing and inspection software provides automated 

CADCAM solutions for a variety of industries, ranging from automotive and aerospace to footwear and 

healthcare. 

 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Frtt-tender-offer&esheet=50782584&newsitemid=20140113006727&lan=en-US&anchor=www.3ds.com%2Frtt-tender-offer&index=1&md5=a7b0bbe8dcc2cd7af6e7d8a79c4d01c4
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The latest NC Software Market Analysis Report from leading US analysts CIMdata showed that, in 

2012, Delcam again had the highest vendor revenues and received the highest end-user payments of all 

the CAM-centric companies.  This result meant that the company completed thirteen years as the 

world’s leading specialist supplier of CAM software and services. 

 

Autodesk and Delcam offer complementary ranges of software, with Autodesk’s programs for design, 

engineering and entertainment able to be combined with Delcam strengths in manufacturing. 

 

On completion of the acquisition, Delcam will become a subsidiary of Autodesk.  It will maintain its 

focus on accelerating the growth of its market share in the manufacturing sector, with the added strength 

that will come from being part of a larger organisation.  Delcam customers will continue to be supported 

by the skilled and experienced engineers for which the company is renowned through its global network 

of Subsidiaries, Joint Ventures and Sales Partners. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

SQS Acquires Majority Stake in Thinksoft 

17 January 2014 

 

SQS Software Quality Systems AG acquires a majority stake in Thinksoft Global Services Ltd, the 

world’s fourth-largest software tester. Like SQS, this stock exchange-listed IT service provider, which is 

based in Chennai, specialises in software quality.  

 

With the strategic acquisition of a majority stake in Thinksoft, which boasts approx. 800 specialists, 

SQS is strengthening its industry coverage and increasing its focus on banking and financial services, 

with the addition of offshore capacity, including highly qualified consultants and software testers. In 

India, SQS currently conducts testing mainly for clients in the manufacturing, retail and logistics, 

telecommunications and gaming sectors, whereas Thinksoft focuses exclusively on banks, financial 

services companies and insurances (BFSI).  The fact that Thinksoft experts specialize in managed 

testing services was the crucial factor that prompted SQS to acquire Thinksoft. The Indian software 

quality specialists will be able to contribute 20 years of industry experience and all major core 

applications used by banks and other financial service providers – this core expertise is vital when it 

comes to selecting the right IT service provider in the finance sector. 

 

Thinksoft provides end-to-end software testing and quality assurance capabilities with domain expertise 

and has a 7,000 person-year track record of having delivered software validation and verification 

services for leading BFSI companies in Asia-Pacific, the USA, Europe, Middle East and India. 

 

Furthermore, Thinksoft’s detailed expertise in the BFSI sector is highly complementary to SQS. The 

acquisition is also in line with the company’s Managed Services strategy. 
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Even today, private and investment banks, insurance companies and financial service providers are a 

major focus of SQS’s client portfolio. “When it comes to managed testing services, companies can be 

sure that we have a detailed knowledge of all aspects of the business processes and software systems 

used in their industry,” says Diederik Vos, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of SQS AG. “Acquiring 

Thinksoft will enable us to greatly expand this knowledge and experience – for all the major financial 

marketplaces.” 

 

SQS CEO Diederik Vos: “Our majority stake in Thinksoft supports our strategy, particularly when it 

comes to expanding in the field of managed services at our test centres. Our acquisition of Thinksoft will 

now enable us to achieve our goal far more quickly - of generating more than half our turnover from 

managed services for software testing. By more than doubling our resources in India, we will 

significantly increase our competitiveness.” 

 

Europe will also benefit from this expansion 

Expansion in India will also benefit the other SQS sites and their staff, including those based in Europe. 

As SQS increasingly provides managed testing services via projects implemented across the globe, this 

expansion of SQS with the acquisition of Thinksoft will also create new jobs in Europe and the USA.  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 

3D Systems Mainstreams Consumer 3D Printing with a Dozen New Products at CES 2014 

13 January 2014 

 

3D Systems  showcased a dozen new consumer and prosumer 3D printing products at CES 2014, along 

with meaningful partnerships and immersive experiences that catapult its entire portfolio of consumer 

solutions forward. 

 

At CES the company also announced the appointment of will.i.am, global entertainer, entrepreneur and 

philanthropist, as 3DS’ Chief Creative Officer, with the responsibility to mainstream 3D printing 

through major collaborations with creative brand partners, innovative global campaigns, and educational 

grand challenges to popularize 3D printing. 

 

“Our next-gen consumer and prosumer products are compelling, attractive, productive and easier to 

use,” said Avi Reichental, President and CEO, 3DS. “At CES 2014 we catapulted our award-winning 

Cube
®
 family forward, defined entirely new to the world product categories with affordable edibles and 

ceramics and democratize full color desktop printing and new physical photography devices.” 

 

3DS also announced an exclusive collaboration with Intel Corporation to mainstream the adoption of 3D 

scanning and 3D printing. Through this collaboration, 3DS will make available its consumer Sense™ 

http://www.3dsystems.com/
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scanning, editing and 3D printing software applications for the Intel-powered Ultrabook, 2-in-1, AIO 

and tablet devices equipped with the new Intel’s RealSense 3D camera during the second half of 2014. 

Additionally, 3DS plans to make its 3D scanning technology available to developers as part of Intel’s 

SDK to make it significantly easier to implement advanced depth sensing capabilities to all kinds of 

applications. 

 

The company was also featured in the Samsung Electronics booth at CES as part of interactive Galaxy 

experiences.  Samsung’s Galaxy Note devices are built for simplifying design and creation and are in the 

hands of millions of consumers around the world, and Samsung showed in a live demonstration how 

easy it might be for consumers to take their creative process one step further and render their designs in 

3D, opening up a whole new world of design possibilities. 3D Systems has developed an application that 

allows Samsung Galaxy Note users to design and create special 3D printed coins which can then be 

inserted into specially design Galaxy Note cases. 

 

3DS’ 3DPRINTING 2.0 consumer and prosumer showcase for 2014 included: 

First sub-$1000 consumer, plug & play 3D printer for everyday use – The third generation 

Cube
®
 3D printer is available with faster print speeds, higher 75-micron resolution and multi-material, 

dual-color cartridge system that is easier to load than a 2D printer cartridge. Planned for release in the 

second quarter of 2014, the Cube has higher speed WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity, permanently 

leveled print pad and seamless integration with the new Cubify
®
mobile app to make 3D printing easier 

than ever before.   

 

Professional-quality consumer 3D printing – 3DS showcased the CubePro
TM

 series of 3D printers, 

with the largest print volume in its class and multi-material capability. With three models for single, 

double or triple print heads for up to three colors, this sub-$5,000 professional-quality consumer 3D 

printer series offers a controlled environment print chamber to ensure hi-fidelity, true-to-CAD, quality 

results.  The company plans to begin shipments in the second quarter of 2014. 

 

First-ever edible sugar and chocolate 3D printer – The ChefJet
TM

 sugar and chocolate 3D printer, 

available in the countertop monochrome ChefJet and the full-color ChefJet Pro, are NSF and UL 

certified and produce edible 3D printed candies and decor. Built from 3DS’ CJP technology, the ChefJet 

printers are equipped with intuitive, easy to use, chef-friendly Digital Cookbook software and create 

intricate candies and sweets with a variety of flavor options. The ChefJet will be priced in the sub-

$5,000 range and the ChefJet Pro will be in the sub-$10,000 range. Each is expected to be available in 

the second half of 2014. 

 

Wireless physical photography – Anticipated for the second quarter of 2014, 3DS previewed its 

iSense
TM

 3D scanner for iPads with seamless printing optimization. Ideal for physical photography, the 

iSense is priced at $499, including software, and can scan anything from six inches to ten feet in 

dimension. Users simply attach the iSense to an iPad and scan to obtain photorealistic digital copies of 

the real thing. iSense is expected to be available during the second quarter of 2014. 
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Vibrant, affordable full-color desktop 3D printer – Announcing the category-defining 

CubeJet
TM

 full-color desktop 3D printer with vibrant, full-color, high-resolution parts for a wide range 

of modeling and real-use products. Priced under $5,000, the CubeJet is designed with small businesses, 

independent entrepreneurs, hobbyists and educators in mind, and operates using 3DS’ powerful and 

compelling ColorJet Printing (CJP) technology. The CubeJet is expected to be available during the 

second half of 2014. 

 

Stunning ceramic 3D printer – Debuting the sub-$10,000 CeraJet
TM

 ceramic 3D printer, 3DS is 

combining the time-honored craft of pottery and ceramics with 3D technology. The CeraJet prints 

intricate ceramic objects ready for firing and glazing using 3DS’ CJP technology. Ideal for artisans, 

designers, makers and consumers, the CeraJet line is expected to begin commercial shipping in the 

second half of 2014. 

 

Perceptual 3D mouse – 3DS unveiled the first-ever haptic-based consumer 3D mouse, the Touch
TM

, for 

intuitive 3D sculpting and design. The Touch features instant force feedback that mimics the sensation 

of physical sculpting, and is compatible with 3DS’ Cubify
®

 Sculpt
TM

 software, providing a powerful 

virtual design experience. Priced at $499 with software, the Touch is expected to be ready for 

commercial shipment during the second quarter of 2014. 

 

Retail and commercial 3D engagement and interaction – The 3DS 3DMe
® 

Photobooth is the first-

ever compact, integrated physical photography pod to bring the entire 3DMe experience directly to the 

retail floor and event space. Powered by 3DS’ powerful and secure consumer cloud-hosting, publishing 

and fulfillment platform, the new 3DMe Photobooth is capable of instant, full-color, realistic 3D face 

capture for intuitive mash-ups with a host of personalized and licensed figurines on a large scale. 

Commercial shipment of the 3DMe Photobooth is anticipated to begin during the second quarter of 

2014. 

 

Co-creation and adoption of the 3D printed lifestyle – Cubify
® 

2.0 was released last week for 

immediate use and browsing on the only comprehensive consumer destination that delivers the complete 

3D printed lifestyle through highly-curated, brand-driven experiences for fashionistas, décor enthusiasts, 

kids at play and entertainment fans. Cubify.com is powered by 3DS’ proprietary consumer platform, 

enabling the secure hosting, publishing and production of large-scale branded and licensed 3D printable 

content for retail, merchandising, and cloud sourcing or at home printing. Cubify also offers the award-

winning Cube
®
 family of consumer 3D printers, the Sense™ 3D scanner and a suite of consumer design 

software tools. Brands already featured on Cubify include NOOKA, 360Heros, Digital Dollhouse, 

Blokify, and NBA and Star Trek, who invite their audiences to join their stories with personalized 

merchandise.  

 

Those who were unable to attend CES 2014 can still get a tour of the 3DS booth, led by 3DS’ President 

and CEO, Avi Reichental. For more details on 3DS’ 3DPRINTING 2.0 consumer showcase at CES 

2014, please visit 3dsystems.com/ces.  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWnmzn1rl8A
http://www.3dsystems.com/ces
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3D Systems Names Neal Orringer as Vice President of Alliances and Partnerships 

14 January 2014 

 

3D Systems announced that Neal Orringer, a leading voice on manufacturing in the Obama 

administration, will be joining the company as its Vice President of Alliances and Partnerships. In this 

timely created position, Orringer will report directly to 3DS President and CEO Avi Reichental, with 

responsibilities over government business and regulatory affairs as well as forging strategic alliances 

with corporate, research and educational partners. 

 

“I couldn’t be more thrilled to have Neal on our team,” said Avi Reichental, President and CEO, 3DS. 

“Neal brings with him a truly impressive record in public policy, coalition-building, and technology 

investment.  But more importantly, his boundless energy and commitment to American innovation 

through 3D printing and additive manufacturing make him a perfect match for our company.” 

 

“3DS is at the heart of a worldwide manufacturing revolution,” said Neal Orringer, Vice President, 

Alliances and Partnerships, 3DS. “I am honored to join the company that started it all and I look forward 

to advancing its mission to help every company manufacture the future.” 

 

Orringer joins 3DS from the Obama administration, where he helped lead task forces for the U.S. 

Secretary of Commerce focused on advanced manufacturing and U.S. economic development 

policy.  Before that, he served as Director of Manufacturing at the U.S. Department of Defense, where 

he led the President’s effort to establish a national institute to accelerate into the market new 3D printing 

technology.  For his pioneering leadership he was awarded the Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Exceptional Civilian Service Medal in 2012 and the Secretary of Defense Award for Excellence in 

2013.  Prior to his executive branch service, he worked for over 11 years on Capitol Hill, most recently 

as a senior staff member of the U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Altair Names New EMEA and German Management Positions 

15 January 2014 

 

Altair today announced that it has appointed a new management team in Europe. Effective January 1st, 

2014, Dr. Detlef Schneider has been appointed senior vice president EMEA (Europe, Middle East and 

Africa). Dr. Pietro Cervellera has assumed responsibility for all of Altair’s operations in Germany, 

Austria, Switzerland, and Eastern Europe.  

 

Both positions have been filled with very experienced, long-time Altair employees. Dr. Schneider, who 

received his engineering diploma and PhD from the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, began working 

for Altair in 1997. Since then he has filled several positions at Altair in Germany and abroad, among 

http://www.3dsystems.com/
http://www.altair.com/(S(ulquipjwgofvusxalp1khuqe))/Default.aspx
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them managing director of Altair Germany and senior vice president solver products through December 

2013. In his most recent role he was responsible for the development of all of Altair’s solver products, 

including MotionSolve®, AcuSolve®, RADIOSS®, and OptiStruct®. 

 

“I am looking forward to my new responsibilities for our operations in EMEA. In my new position I will 

focus on a continuous and healthy growth of our business by adding significant value to our customers' 

product design and development processes with our software and services solutions,” said Dr. Detlef 

Schneider, Senior Vice President EMEA, Altair. 

 

“Detlef Schneider has done a fantastic job in his role overseeing Altair’s solver portfolio and putting his 

imprint on those products over the past two years,” said James R. Scapa, president, CEO and founder of 

Altair. “Solvers for Altair are a critical element of the future success of HyperWorks® and we have 

made important strides during Detlef's tenure. He and his team managed to evolve the Altair solver 

technology into a significant and well recognized product suite with which our customers can solve and 

optimize large scale multi physics tasks. He will succeed Michael Hoffmann, who will assume global 

business development responsibility. I am confident that Detlef will continue Michael’s successful work 

in EMEA by further improving customer relationships and by growing our business in the region.” 

 

Dr. Pietro Cervellera, now managing director of Altair Germany, received his aeronautic engineering 

degree from the Politecnico di Milano, Italy and his PhD in industrial engineering from the University of 

Padova, Italy. After previous engagements at Daimler and Fairchild Dornier he joined Altair in 2002 

where he held several positions within Altair’s technical and sales management teams, most recently as 

European sales director for the aerospace industry. 

 

“Our goal at Altair Germany is to help our customers dramatically innovate the way they develop their 

products, to cut down development costs while improving product quality,” said Dr. Pietro Cervellera. 

“Together with our German team of over 150 colleagues, with their unique combination of simulation 

experience and engineering know-how, we will ensure successful and excellent customer relations and 

healthy growth in the years to come.” 

 

Dr. Cervellera will succeed Dr. Uwe Schramm in this position. Uwe returns to Irvine, California to lead 

Altair’s optimization and solvers team. 

 

“Pietro has been a highly effective leader during his career at Altair, driving our success in the aerospace 

market in Europe and always demonstrating a team spirit in helping others to succeed as well,” James R. 

Scapa continues. “I congratulate Pietro on his promotion and look forward to seeing our German 

business grow. I would also like to thank Uwe Schramm for his outstanding performance as managing 

director Altair Germany and we are happy to welcome him back to our development team in the US. I’m 

sure our products will benefit from his breadth and depth of expertise.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Another Record Year for TracePartsOnline.net 

16 January 2014 
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TraceParts today announced another high record year for its Engineering portal TracePartsOnline.net for 

2013. The TraceParts online portal delivered 42 Million CAD models to a community of over 1.7 

Million registered users during the last 12 months. 

 

Originally designed in 2001 to a relatively small community of CAD users around the globe wanting to 

download CAD models and other technical information, TracePartsOnline.net has now become a major 

actor for Engineers to select components they need for their design and download them in the CAD 

format of their choice. The concept for a free and instant access CAD platform has always be core to 

TraceParts’ business model and has attracted more than 3.9 Million absolute unique visitors in 2013 

(source: Google® Analytics). 

 

With daily additions of new standard components on its portal, Engineers now have a growing choice of 

over 100 Million parts numbers to choose from and have downloaded more than 42 Million CAD 

models in 2013. This high level of activity on TracePartsOnline.net clearly shows that online CAD 

model delivery is now an integral part of the design process in all regions of the world. 

 

"The number of registered users on TracePartsOnline.net should reach 2 Million people in 2014, 

confirming our ever growing success for matching the demand for high quality, ready-to-use CAD 

content from Engineers and the desire for Manufacturers and Distributors to promote their components 

to Designers” commented Gabriel Guigue, TraceParts Managing Director. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Again Named One of FORTUNE’s 100 Best Companies to Work For® 

16 January 2014 

 

Autodesk has been named one of the 2014 FORTUNE 100 Best Companies to Work For®. The Best 

Companies to Work For list recognizes companies that have exceptional workplace cultures and this 

year, the software company is making its sixth showing on the United States list. 

 

“Our people are why this company is a great place to work,” said Jan Becker, Autodesk senior vice 

president of human resources and real estate. “You’ll find our culture is passionate and respectful – 

that’s why employees all over the world take pride in making software that helps users design and create 

a better world.“ 

 

This honor is thanks to Autodesk’s work-life balance and paid sabbaticals after four years of 

employment. The company has been recognized as a “Best Company Work For” in the United 

Kingdom, Canada, Australia, China, Switzerland and Germany. 

 

Creators of the list, Great Place to Work® has found that employees believe they work for great 

organizations when they consistently trust the people they work for, have pride in what they do and 
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enjoy the people they work with. Applicant companies opt to participate in the selection process, which 

includes an employee survey and an in-depth questionnaire about their programs and company practices. 

To see the complete 2014 FORTUNE 100 Best Companies to Work For® list and to learn more about 

how to build a high-trust workplace culture, visitwww.greatplacetowork.com. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

BETA CAE Systems S.A. Announces the Launch of BETA CAE Nordic AB, Its New Subsidiary in 

Gothenburg, Sweden 

16 January 2014 

 

BETA CAE Systems S.A. announces the further expansion of its operations, with the establishment of a 

subsidiary company in Sweden. BETA CAE Nordic A.B., based in Gothenburg, has a mission to 

enhance the customers service experience for the CAE engineers in the Nordic region and contribute to 

the deployment of BETA CAE Systems portfolio to one of the most demanding and fast growing 

markets. 

 

This investment is one more demonstration of our company's commitment to bring our best-in-class 

software solutions and know-how in multi-disciplinary CAE processes, closer and faster to the market. 

In co-operation with our business partner in Sweden, Dynamore Nordic, we put our effort to honour our 

customers' trust and to bring their CAE process into a higher level. 

 

"Our presence in the Nordic countries is of significant importance", said Stylianos Seitanis, Managing 

Director of BETA CAE Nordic. "Our well established position in the recovering automotive sector 

requires the best care and support. Having Sweden as a base, we exploit better our opportunities for the 

expansion to other industrial sectors, which are in a growing trajectory in the region. I consider myself 

fortunate to lead the operations of BETA CAE Nordic." 

 

"Our strategic positioning shows the level of attention we were always paying to this region", said Sam 

Saltiel, Chief Communication Officer and Head of Customers Service of BETA CAE Systems. "This is 

one more step on our course to growth, to which we are driven by our commitment to be closer to the 

CAE community". 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

COMSOL Strengthens Global Presence with New Offices in China 

14 January 2014 

 

COMSOL is excited to announce COMSOL Co., Ltd. as a new subsidiary located in China with the 

opening of offices in Shanghai and Beijing. The new offices establish COMSOL direct operations in 

China by providing software sales, exceptional technical support, comprehensive training sessions, 

hands-on workshops, user conferences, and customer events. As a part of this opportunity, COMSOL 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.greatplacetowork.com&esheet=50784902&newsitemid=20140116005922&lan=en-US&anchor=www.greatplacetowork.com&index=1&md5=f6b1159b54c68e793619ad9518972d9e
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product descriptions have been translated into Chinese for the first time and are available 

at www.cn.comsol.com/products. 

 

The company’s expansion into the Chinese market comes in response to the rapidly growing demand for 

COMSOL Multiphysics® simulation software within the country’s diverse high-tech industry and 

engineering community. “Shanghai and Beijing were chosen as locations for the offices due to their 

strong science and technology sectors and proximity to a community of talented professionals who have 

the expertise to best serve our customers,” says Lei Chen, General Manager of COMSOL Co., Ltd. “The 

Beijing and Shanghai offices start off with a team of application engineers who will provide high-quality 

customer service for users of COMSOL Multiphysics in China.” 

 

The commitment of COMSOL to recruit and train highly-educated application experts and technical 

sales representatives within China will be beneficial to the COMSOL user community. "COMSOL 

Multiphysics is a very sophisticated software, and it will be very helpful to access timely technical 

support to get the most out of the software," says Dr. Yihe Hua, Senior Engineer at GE Global Research 

Center, Shanghai. "I believe a highly skilled local team will provide excellent services. We are happy to 

see that COMSOL is making this large investment in China." 

 

Many events are being planned for the near future where existing COMSOL customers and new users 

alike will get ample opportunities to connect with colleagues and COMSOL team members. Launch 

events introducing COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4 -- the latest version of the company’s powerful platform 

for the modeling and simulation of electrical, mechanical, fluid, and chemical applications -- will be 

held this spring in Shanghai and Beijing. Following this is a series of free-of-charge workshops where 

participants get the opportunity to interact with COMSOL applications experts, try out the software 

under their guidance, and receive a trial to explore its capabilities further. Over a hundred workshops 

will be held throughout the country where anyone with an interest in multiphysics modeling and 

simulation is invited. The COMSOL Conference 2014 will be the highlight of the year with major new 

product releases, training sessions, and user presentations. 

 

Due to the booming engineering market in China and the success of COMSOL Multiphysics, COMSOL 

is expecting the new offices to encourage tremendous growth of multiphysics simulation in China. 

“China’s investment in R&D is one of the world’s largest and is expected to keep growing fast for years 

to come. The country’s focus on innovation and high-tech product development is a perfect match for 

COMSOL, which provides simulation software that boosts engineering efficiency and productivity,” 

says Svante Littmarck, CEO and President of the COMSOL Group. “We are delighted to offer local 

support and sales to existing COMSOL customers while breaking new grounds within this important 

market.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

ConnectPress Announces New Home Page Design 

15 January 2014 

http://www.cn.comsol.com/products
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Today ConnectPress announced a new home page design for its MCAD, AEC and PLM communities. 

Utilizing HTML5, the completely redesigned page brings cleaner presentation to news, features, tips and 

tricks and advertising.  The last home page redesign was over five years ago. 

 

“I’m especially excited about the convenient access to industry content subsets,” says Rita Stange, 

Managing Editor. “The editorial team works hard to bring members important updates in areas like 

Aerospace, Sustainable Design and Consumer Products. On our old page, you could turn on these 

‘community views’ but they were somewhat buried in the navigation. Now each topic set has multiple 

recent article headlines as well as navigation points.” 

 

The new interface highlights video content as well as more traditional material and takes advantage of  

more ‘real estate’ on larger monitors. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

ESI Participates in European Project Directed at Energy Saving Technologies 

14 January 2014 

 

ESI Group announces the development of new simulation technologies to achieve more energy 

efficient heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC). This research activity will take place 

as part of the EnE-HVAC project, granted by the European Commission under the Seventh Framework 

Program. 

 

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems account for approximately 35% of the total 

energy consumption in residential and commercial buildings. Although today most of the energy 

consumed is spent on heating, there is an increasing demand for cooling solutions. The demand is 

expected to escalate in the coming years due to climate change. To reduce overall energy consumption, 

the European Commission has identified a compelling need to seek new and innovative technologies 

able to increase the efficiency of HVAC systems. 

 

With this in mind, the European Commission funded the EnE-HVAC project that was launched in 

October 2012. The project is expected to enable the achievement of significant energy savings in future 

HVAC systems through use of new and innovative technologies. These technologies include nano-

technological coatings and surface treatments for improved heat transfer; new nano-materials and micro-

materials for improved efficiency of the refrigerants; and, improved efficiency and heat transfer 

capabilities of coolants via new nano-technological additives. 

 

The ESI research team based at the CFD & Multiphysics Center of Excellence in Essen, Germany is 

working on the development of new methodologies for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and 

Multiphysics applications, particularly focusing on coupling multidisciplinary software tools. 

http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=rOfWh5Kx5qoFQ6bRaun-xXDl6oz7796VJXUIFxLJq1EScGAxQtAto6_q42d4Q_Ie
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=1cHa6OX0F0eEycA9V32ggG3jHe9IsOKLMkLvkXaIOt5i2aDRin_kfITomon2UljwSXg4TliU5YTi3nrRCvrhRIDej-Ogqqz0MdHJkTC7NfZBXp3LA3av1ckMPlqwcPy_Oe4mjOUjaC7b7P9L2Lv82Q%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=XbCPj78jL0gJeQ1IfVPqKoa3Fxdpggg1VZd_3zkswurdeJ3t4QrindRAjqfqoSwg
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=8732lEFcXSedAk1gIDKsRMeLUGSWBNptstxXUcgzAia9NLsRNBjMWcqkSCCzjdRfpRBGWQIRTTq0xdb1j-M8vafu8-sfVmUQO5ZpO7XMB3E%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=8732lEFcXSedAk1gIDKsRMeLUGSWBNptstxXUcgzAia9NLsRNBjMWcqkSCCzjdRfpRBGWQIRTTq0xdb1j-M8vafu8-sfVmUQO5ZpO7XMB3E%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=xJ6DUK8pb70L41ue1je-VrS0ZpxzbhnuazTU5ZHanFobraJevWhYPDKAjELHtXa4q4-lB6wOfPtlVib3-bSrUQ0giROne3Az-Y-3j08CyJmA77g5VZlKp12ORgcJ9D9TDFjP0wJGys9EU574fD_Qpg%3D%3D
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Using the ESI advanced CFD & Multiphysics solution, the ACE+ Suite, ESI team is developing nano-

technology simulation approaches for modeling specific parts of HVAC components, including anti-

freezing / anti-ice surfaces, condensation drainage systems, evaporation systems and heat transfer 

systems. 

 

"A well-orchestrated synergy between simulation and experimental tests helps reduce the number of 

physical experiments needed as part of the EnE-HVAC project," says project coordinator Jacob Ask 

Hansen from the Danish Technological Institute. "Running multiple iterations of synthesis and surface 

manufacturing followed by laboratory tests require numerous man hours. By using initial experimental 

input from small scale tests and feeding this information into large scale numerical models, we gain 

extremely valuable input for selecting optimal surfaces for large scale physical tests. This iterative 

process between experiments and modeling is very valuable for getting the most accurate end results in 

shorter time scales". 

 

The project engages a consortium consisting of 8 European partners, including 6 industry partners 

(LuVe S.p.a. (Italy), EXHAUSTO A/S (Denmark), ESI GmbH (Germany), Dansk Varmepumpe Industri 

A/S (Denmark), Carbodeon Ltd. Oy. (Finland) and Vahterus Oy (Finland) and, two research institutions 

(the Danish Technological Institute, (Denmark), and IK4 Tekniker, (Spain)). 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Ideate, Inc. Named Platinum Partner by Bluebeam® Software 

16 January 2014 

 

Ideate, Inc. announced that Ideate has been awarded Platinum Partner status by its strategic 

partner, Bluebeam Software. Meredith Jung, Channel Sales Specialist at Bluebeam Software, presented 

a plaque in acknowledgment of the award to Ideate President Bob Palioca at the Ideate-hosted joint 

Customer Appreciation Luncheon and Holiday Party held at the Autodesk Gallery, One Market Street, 

San Francisco, California on December 10, 2013.  

 

Tim Teigen, AEC Sales, Ideate Inc. says about Bluebeam, “At Ideate, we are always looking to partner 

with technology firms whose solutions expand yet simplify the workflow of our customers. With 

Bluebeam, we’ve found a product that is powerful way beyond its price point and gives our clients tools 

that legitimately and easily promote collaboration and coordination on any size project.”  

 

“We are delighted to receive this acknowledgment from our valued partner Bluebeam,” says Bob 

Palioca. “Our partnered relationship has streamlined customer access to Ideate software solutions, 

training and consulting services and virtualization. The right tools and solutions can be within customer 

reach faster and easier thanks to this alliance.”  

 

"For Bluebeam Authorized Resellers, meeting and exceeding sales goals is just a part of the challenge," 

says Stacey Kirsch, Bluebeam Software Channel Marketing Manager. "To be named a Bluebeam 

http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=Tdl0EeZASMieNY4VhliTmXemsSfTa0-vmPWB8AiZjaNIOyuTJllHBbLve6X_MtbWnfvqDpGlCbSc2t16k5Gmhg%3D%3D
http://www.ideateinc.com/
http://www.bluebeam.com/?src=358
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Platinum Partner, our resellers must also complete a comprehensive, video-based training program 

called the Bluebeam Crash Course, and impress our internal Channel Sales team with their knowledge of 

our flagship product, Revu. As a result, our Bluebeam Platinum Partners do not just sell our products, 

they partner with our end users to integrate Bluebeam solutions into their processes and achieve real 

results." 

 

More information about Ideate, Inc. and Bluebeam is available on the Ideate, Inc. Products page.   

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Intergraph® PP&M 2013 Global User Group Conferences Attract 6,700 Customers 

15 January 2014 

 

More than 6,700 users of Intergraph
®
 Process, Power, & Marine (PP&M) solutions for the power 

generation, oil and gas, chemical, shipbuilding and metals and mining industries attended user group 

conferences held in 30 countries throughout 2013. The global series of user conferences featured the 

latest technology releases from the Intergraph PP&M division.  

 

The total includes more than 1,000 PP&M customers attending Hexagon's annual international users' 

conference, HxGN LIVE 2013, which was held in June at the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

This year, Hexagon's international users' conference, HxGN LIVE 2014, returns to Las Vegas June 2-5, 

2014. Registration and information for HxGN LIVE 2014 can be found at www.hxgnlive.com. 

 

User group conferences were held in eight countries of the Americas Region (North America and South 

America), 13 countries of the Europe, the Middle East, India and Africa Region (EMIA), and nine 

countries in Asia-Pacific (APAC) and Greater China. 

 

For more information on Intergraph Process, Power & Marine user conferences, 

visitwww.intergraphusersconference.com. 

 

Gerhard Sallinger, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine president, said, "Our conferences offer the 

opportunity for users from the process, power and marine industries to learn about Intergraph's most 

current product releases and the benefits they offer for increasing safety, quality, interoperability and 

productivity. Users can attend keynote presentations about Intergraph's latest offerings and learn how 

the solutions meet real-world industry needs, while having the chance to network with their peers." 

 

Intergraph SmartPlant and SmartMarine Enterprises offer a power portfolio of design and data 

management solutions, enabling companies in the process, power and marine industries to capture 

integrated engineering knowledge at the enterprise level for the competitive advantage in today's and 

tomorrow's market. The integrated suites of SmartPlant and SmartMarine Enterprise solutions enable 

proven productivity gains, improving engineering efficiency and design productivity by up to 30 

percent. Intergraph solutions are endorsed and used by the world's industry leaders. 

http://www.ideateinc.com/products/bluebeam/
http://www.hxgnlive.com/
http://www.intergraphusersconference.com/
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For users who cannot attend user conferences in person, Intergraph Technical User Forum (TUF) 

LinkedIn groups provide an online discussion forum for year-round networking between users. To learn 

more about Intergraph solutions and network with other Intergraph users, 

visit www.intergraph.com/go/tuf. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

InventorCAM 2014 makes a Big Splash at Autodesk University 2013 

13 January 2014 

 

InventorCAM from SolidCAM is one of the leading integrated CAM for Autodesk Inventor. 

InventorCAM's CAM software, with modules for all CNC applications, includes the revolutionary 

patented iMachining, and is seamlessly integrated in Autodesk Inventor. It has full toolpath 

associativity to the Inventor model, automatically synchronizing the toolpath to model changes.  

 

InventorCAM 2014 has more than 100 new enhancements across all its modules: iMachining 2D & 3D, 

2.5D Milling, HSS, HSR/HSM, Sim 5X, Turning, Advanced Mill-Turn for multi-turret and multi-

spindle machines, as well as a new module - Solid Probe.  

 

SolidCAM exhibited InventorCAM 2014, which is a Certified Partner Product for Autodesk Inventor, 

on its booth at Autodesk University 2013, December 3-5, in Las Vegas, USA. Autodesk University took 

a new turn in 2013, making a special feature of the latest in manufacturing software from SolidCAM and 

associated CNC machine technology, in a conference that had traditionally focused on design for 

mechanical, architecture, civil engineering and computer graphic animation.   

 

Huge screens on the InventorCAM booth displayed the latest advances in InventorCAM’s CNC 

Machining technology, including its revolutionary iMachining and, coupled with the adjoining HAAS 

CNC machines, enabled hundreds of mechanical design-oriented attendees to see the design to 

manufacture process in action. Many commented on how interesting and exciting CAM technology is 

now and how they would be more open to in-house CNC machining production.  Even those in other 

design areas voiced their interest in CAM as, for many, it was the first time Autodesk had prominently 

featured CAM and CNC machining.   Carl Bass, CEO of Autodesk, mentioned CAM several times in his 

Keynote address and there were special breakout sessions focused on educating people on how they can 

turn their designs into reality using CNC machines. 

 

Shaun Mymudes, COO of SolidCAM Inc. of North America commented, "AU 2013 was a successful 

show for us, with Autodesk promoting the subtractive CNC technology of CAM in addition to its 

traditional focus on 3D printing.  The CAM pavilion was continuously active and people were eager to 

know more about InventorCAM, iMachining and CNC machining in general.  Our ability to provide the 

full integrated CAM solution for Inventor, Inventor LT and AutoCAD, put us in a great position to 

really reach out to a new audience."   

http://www.intergraph.com/go/tuf
http://www.inventorcam.com/cam-solutions/
http://www.inventorcam.com/imachining/imachining-overview/
http://www.inventorcam.com/imachining/imachining-overview/
http://www.inventorcam.com/cam-solutions/autodesk-inventor-integration/
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Omnichannel Solutions Drive Continued Growth at RLM 

13 January 2014 

 

RLM Apparel Software Systems Inc., reports continued strong sales and new client acquisition in 

calendar 2013. 

 

The company cites its 35-year commitment to research and development as a key driver in the consistent 

growth and customer retention. System wide upgrades to its integrated FashionManager Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP), Product Lifecycle (PLM), Supply Chain (SCM) and Warehouse Management 

(WMS) solution have empowered leading and emerging fashion retailers and brands to gain the 

visibility and control they need to succeed in today’s challenging omnichannel business environment. 

 

According to RLM Vice President and Partner Rick Lynn, “Fashion companies are challenged as never 

before to meet consumer demands for compelling products and a consistent shopping experience across 

all sales channels. 

 

"In partnership with our clients, we are delivering the state-of-the-industry tools needed to better manage 

product development, sourcing, production, inventory and fulfillment processes through our all-in-one 

cloud platform. By delivering such business power and value, we expect demand for our solutions to 

continue growing in 2014.” 

 

Most notable among the new RLM clients for 2013 are Band of Outsiders, Clover Canyon, Eddie Borgo, 

Haute Hippie, John Varvatos and Ralph Rucci.  These and other companies are leveraging new and 

expanded direct-to-consumer fulfillment, process time and action management, third-party systems 

integration, and other system capabilities added during the past year. 

 

“As we enter an exciting new year, we want to thank all of our customers for making 2013 a great year 

for RLM”, added RLM Vice President and Partner Andy Lynn. “As industry challenges continue to 

grow exponentially, we look forward to helping more companies seize the many opportunities of the 

New Year through our technology and industry expertise.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Siemens Joins Ford Motor Company to Celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the Moving Assembly 

Line 

16 January 2014 

 

Siemens is demonstrating the latest software and hardware technology in automotive manufacturing 

production within the Ford Motor Company display during the 2014 North American International Auto 

Show (NAIAS) in Detroit, January 13-26, 2014. 

 

For more than 25 years, Siemens and Ford Motor Company have worked together, leveraging 

innovation and technology to maximize manufacturing efficiency and apply global standards through the 

adoption of Manufacturing Engineering and Production Automation solutions. As a result, Ford has 

been able to reduce the energy needed to produce a vehicle, increase the safety for people building the 

vehicle and improve the flexibility of plants and processes. 

 

“Siemens is honored to showcase how our technology is supporting Ford, and what better way than to 

celebrate the 100th anniversary of Ford’s moving assembly line, an innovation that has withstood the 

test of time“ says Raj Batra, President of Siemens Industry Automation Division. “Historically, the 

automotive industry has been a trendsetter for manufacturing as a whole and today is no different. As 

Ford’s NAIAS display makes clear, the future of manufacturing is upon us, where software, industrial 

integration and resource efficiency are increasing productivity and flexibility, and reducing time-to-

market. Few companies demonstrate this real-to-virtual innovation better than Ford.” 

 

Ford’s exhibit at the NAIAS features four vehicle bodies representing different levels of the assembly 

process. Two elevator stations bring the four vehicle bodies down to the show floor level for public 

viewing. In addition to showcasing a variety of Siemens PLM software solutions, the exhibit includes 

more than 1,000 Siemens components, including the SIMATIC S7-1500, a new programmable logic 

controller (PLC) introduced by Siemens in 2013. 

 

The Siemens-Ford partnership extends across the entire lifecycle of the product: 

 Ford uses Siemens technology globally to manage engineering information and corporate 

product requirements, visualize product designs, define manufacturing equipment and processes 

digitally and control the embedded software for each vehicle. 

 Siemens supports Ford’s machine builders, providing standards for the planning and 

implementation of powertrain production systems. 

 Siemens drives and automation technology is used globally in powertrain and stamping 

operations. 

 Ford uses Siemens controls hardware as the Global PowerTrain Manufacturing Engineering 

standard. Through Ford’s standard development and implementation, the company has 

experienced a significant reduction in launch issues and engineering hours with Tier 1 suppliers. 

 Ford uses Siemens PLM software to verify manufacturing processes early in the vehicle 

program, enabling manufacturing processes to be optimized in the virtual domain and supporting 

the use of global standards and engineering collaboration. 
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 Siemens is working with Ford and Google to pilot a new app called “IntoSite,” that facilitates 

virtual navigation into assembly plants using the Google Earth infrastructure. 

 

On March 19-20, 2014, Siemens and Electro-Matic Products, Inc. will host the Manufacturing in 

America Symposium, a two-day event that brings together manufacturing and automotive industry 

executives, technology leaders, policy makers and academia to explore how technology is driving a 

manufacturing resurgence in America. The event will be held at Ford Field in Detroit, and will feature 

more than 34 different technical seminars and 24 different vendors. For more information or to register, 

visit http://www.industry.usa.siemens.com/automation/us/en/events/ManufacturingInAmerica/Pages/Ma

nufacturing-In-America.aspx?stc=usiia100023&sp_source=usiia100023 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

SolidCAM at the Euromold 2013 exhibition in Frankfurt, Germany 

16 January 2014 

 

SolidCAM participated in this year´s Euromold 2013, for the 19th time in a row. This important mold 

making, tooling, design and application development exhibition, took place in Frankfurt, Germany, 

December 3-6. 

 

Mold making is a competitive industry and its main challenge is meeting demands for short delivery 

times, which require a combination of excellent toolpath quality and optimal machining performance.  

SolidCAM offers a very powerful CAM solution for any factory in this industry.  

 

The company exhibited its latest SolidCAM and InventorCAM versions, seamlessly integrated in 

SolidWorks and Autodesk Inventor respectively, providing the ideal CAM solution for any factory in 

the moldmaking sector. In SolidCAM’s latest versions, there have been major enhancements to its 

revolutionary iMachining 3D, HSM and Simultaneous 5 Axis modules, which are particularly beneficial 

for mold and insert machining. 

 

iMachining 3D automatically produces a complete, ready to run CNC program, with optimal cutting 

conditions to rough, rest rough and semi-finish a complete 3D part, with True Scallop on all slopes, all 

in a single operation. iMachining 3D provides amazing 3D machining results, regularly providing 70% 

savings in machining time, reaching up to 90% savings, compared to other CAM systems. 

 

SolidCAM's HSM module generates an optimized 3D finish toolpath for any mold or insert part. The 

result of HSM is an efficient and smooth toolpath, translating to very high surface quality. 

 

The latest enhancements in SolidCAM’s Simultaneous 5 Axis modules include Multi-Axis Drill, 

Countour 5 Axis and enhancement to the Convert HSM to Sim 5 Axis strategy. As many mold shops are 

introducing simultaneous 5-axis machines, the Convert HSM to Sim 5 axis strategy enables the simple 

conversion of 3D HSM toolpaths to full 5-axis toolpaths. This produces better surface quality through 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.industry.usa.siemens.com%2Fautomation%2Fus%2Fen%2Fevents%2FManufacturingInAmerica%2FPages%2FManufacturing-In-America.aspx%3Fstc%3Dusiia100023%26sp_source%3Dusiia100023&esheet=50784037&newsitemid=20140115005992&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.industry.usa.siemens.com%2Fautomation%2Fus%2Fen%2Fevents%2FManufacturingInAmerica%2FPages%2FManufacturing-In-America.aspx%3Fstc%3Dusiia100023%26sp_source%3Dusiia100023&index=1&md5=921cc4b1b028c80bd5bd2bd4c7e759c8
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.industry.usa.siemens.com%2Fautomation%2Fus%2Fen%2Fevents%2FManufacturingInAmerica%2FPages%2FManufacturing-In-America.aspx%3Fstc%3Dusiia100023%26sp_source%3Dusiia100023&esheet=50784037&newsitemid=20140115005992&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.industry.usa.siemens.com%2Fautomation%2Fus%2Fen%2Fevents%2FManufacturingInAmerica%2FPages%2FManufacturing-In-America.aspx%3Fstc%3Dusiia100023%26sp_source%3Dusiia100023&index=1&md5=921cc4b1b028c80bd5bd2bd4c7e759c8
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the use of different tool tilting strategies and short cutters. 

 

At the Euromold booth, the SolidCAM team and two of its resellers in Germany, DPS and Coffee, 

exhibited on five demonstration stations, showing the latest versions of SolidCAM + SolidWorks and 

InventorCAM + Inventor.   

 

LIVE cutting demonstrations were carried out on a Grob G350 -1239 5-axis machining center, cutting 

1.2379 Tool Steel with iMachining 2D & 3D, using cutters ranging from 16 mm diameter down to 1.5 

mm diameter. Toolpaths also included simultaneous 5x roughing and swarfing cutting operations. 

Representatives from the Hoffman Group were present on the SolidCAM booth, as Hoffman tools were 

used for the live cutting demonstrations on the Grob machine. 

 

Dr. Emil Somekh, Founder and CEO of SolidCAM says, “Euromold was the final exhibition in a very 

successful year for SolidCAM. The impressive showing of our latest products, including the amazing 

iMachining 2D & 3D technology, demonstrate the very powerful solutions that we can provide to our 

machining customers today”. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 

C&G Systems Inc Japan & CGSNA “Show the world” the “CG Series” in Booth 700 at SolidWorks 

World 2014  

13 January 2014 

 

C&G Systems Japan & CGS North America Inc. (Windsor, Ontario) Booth 700 will be showing the 

Premiere Version of its CAD/CAM System “CG Series”.  SolidWorks World 2014 will be at the San 

Diego Convention Center, San Diego, California, January 26-29
th

 CG CAM-TOOL, CG Mold Design 

and CG Press Die Design will function as add-ins to SolidWorks.  

 

At Booth 700 visitors will see the amazing surface finishes on plastic mold components and other 

details, that you must see to believe. 

 

CG CAM-TOOL will be very similar to the standalone Version of CAM-TOOL, except it is be available 

in the SolidWorks environment. The high quality consistent tool paths will give the same results as 

before when machining molds and dies. The ability to effectively do Hard Milling and High Speed 

machining will be inherent in the results at the CNC Machine. 

 

CG CAM-TOOL Wire EDM is now available in SolidWorks. 

 

CG Press Design is an automated system for Designing Stamping dies. The ability to automatically 

http://www.dps-software.de/
http://www.coffee.de/
http://www.grobgroup.com/en/home.html
http://www.hoffmann-group.com/int/home.html
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create drilling routines for all holes and Wire EDM helps eliminate many man hours and steps in the Die 

Manufacturing Process. 

 

CG Mold Design is intended to eliminate steps in the Mold Design Process, including the same drilling 

routines and now will be working in the same environment as SolidWorks and CG CAM-TOOL to keep 

things uniform. 

 

C&G Systems and CGS North America Inc welcome visitors to Booth 700 and will be happy to answer 

any questions that you may have. 

 

 If you have any questions about these products please send an E-Mail to info@camtool.com  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

 

Delcam’s latest Dental Milling Software at Lab Day Chicago 

17 January 2014 

 

Delcam will demonstrate the latest releases of its DentMILL software for the milling of dental 

restorations at the Lab Day Chicago meeting to be held at the Sheraton Chicago Hotel on February 21st 

and 22nd.   A range of enhancements mean that DentMILL users can work to unprecedented levels of 

accuracy and can be even more productive when manufacturing all types of dental restoration, including 

crowns, bridges, customised abutments and dental bars.  

 

The main enhancement in DentMILL 2014 is a set of new tools that enable the machining of absolutely 

precise geometry.  The great majority of design data from dental CAD systems is output as STL files. 

Since this format is based on triangles, there is a limit to the accuracy that can be achieved in the model 

and, therefore, in the machined restoration.  In particular, it is difficult to achieve a precision fit of the 

implant interface onto the implant 

 

The new tools in DentMILL overcome these limitations by allowing geometrically perfect shapes to be 

superimposed on the critical areas of the STL file and then used as the basis for machining.  The shapes 

can be taken from a library, for example, of the range of interfaces from each manufacturer. 

Alternatively, the intended sizes can be determined from key sections of the STL data and precise 

geometry created for those areas. 

 

These new options will be particularly important for the machining of abutment interfaces, where an 

exact fit is required, both for the performance of the overall restoration and to ensure that the optimum 

patient outcome is achieved. 

 

mailto:info@camtool.com
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DentMILL can also import the vector information that defines the required alignment of the interface, 

another important factor in ensuring a precise fit.  Using the vector defined in the CAD model gives 

much greater accuracy than determining the direction from geometry in the STL file. 

 

The second major area for improvement is DentMILL’s intelligent stock-management system.  This 

allows the user only to select sizes of material block that are currently in stock and that are suitable for 

the specified milling machine and fixture.  In DentMILL 2014, the system has been redeveloped to make 

it even easier to create the library of fixtures, block sizes and machine parameters that are needed.  

 

Once the material has been selected, the software applies automatically the appropriate shrinkage 

allowance and milling templates.  Once machining has been completed, partly-used blocks can be added 

back into the stock-management system so that the material remaining can be used on future projects. 

 

DentMILL has also benefited from enhancements to the latest version of Delcam’s PowerMILL CAM 

system on which it is based.  These include a number of new strategies, including additional five-axis 

options, that offer smoother machining to give the best possible surface finish.  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam’s latest FeatureCAM on show at MACH 

14 January 2014 

 

Delcam will demonstrate the 2014 R2 version of its FeatureCAM feature-based CAM on stand 4010 at 

the MACH exhibition to be held at the NEC, Birmingham, from 7th to 11th April.  This latest release 

provides support for milling and drilling with right-angle heads, and one-stop programming of multiple 

roughing operations using Delcam’s unique Vortex area-clearance strategy.  Other enhancements 

include better control of Z-level roughing, and improvements to Wire EDM and chamfering. 

 

For full details, including video demonstrations of the new functionality, and to download an evaluation 

version, please go to www.delcam.tv/fc2014 

 

Right-angle heads allow internal pockets to be milled and internal holes to be drilled that would be 

inaccessible, and so impossible to produce, using a conventional head.  They are now available as an 

option on an increasing range of machines, including a wide variety of mill-turn equipment. 

 

FeatureCAM 2014 R2 is the first release that has the ability to program and simulate both milling and 

drilling with right-angle heads.  These new strategies will allow users to take full advantage of the 

flexibility of machines with this option. 

 

A growing range of high-speed and high-efficiency area clearance strategies have been included in 

FeatureCAM in recent years, including Delcam’s unique Vortex strategy that was added in the initial 

http://www.delcam.tv/fc2014
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2014 release.  Vortex gives significant time savings by taking deeper cuts with solid-carbide tooling.  It 

allows the full flute length to be used as the cutting surface so increasing material removal rates and also 

maintains a controlled engagement angle for the complete operation to extend the cutter’s life and to 

protect the machine tool. 

 

In FeatureCAM 2014R2, multiple tools, for example, 20 mm, 10 mm and 5 mm end mills, can be 

selected for roughing and rest-roughing using these strategies, and the complete machining sequence 

calculated in one operation.  A stock model is created automatically after each tool is applied, which is 

then used as the basis for the program created with the next smaller cutter.  This regular updating of the 

stock model ensures that programs for the later tools are only created in areas where material still 

remains, so minimising air moves and optimising overall machining efficiency. 

 

Rough machining has also been improved with a new option to set the direction in which Z-level 

roughing toolpaths are offset.  A simple button allows the user to select whether the part should be 

machined from the outside inwards or from the inside towards the outside.  An automatic option can also 

be chosen where FeatureCAM will decide the offset direction, depending on whether a core or a cavity 

shape is being machined. 

 

For parts needing wire EDM, the model is often supplied only with a curve showing the shape to be cut 

rather than a fully-defined feature.  FeatureCAM can now project the curve through the stock and also 

measure the thickness of the feature.  The allows the cutting conditions, including feeds, speeds and 

power levels, to be set at the most suitable values for the EDM equipment. 

 

The cutter compensation used by FeatureCAM can now be specified on an operation level so removing 

the need to create duplicate features in order to set different values.  The most common case where this 

will be needed is when different cutter compensation is required for the finish pass and for any 

subsequent chamfering operation. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam Transforms Aerospace Repair and Manufacturing at AeroDef 

13 January 2014 

 

Delcam will demonstrate the company’s unique adaptive machining technology for aerospace 

manufacturing and repair on booth 207at the AeroDef Manufacturing exhibition, to be held from 25th to 

27th February at Long Beach Convention Centre.  Adaptive machining combines Delcam’s industry-

leading CAD, CAM and inspection software to give improved quality, reduced scrap, increased 

productivity and shorter delivery times. 

 

In an ideal world, any manufacturing process would be capable of producing a consistent quality of part 

every time.  In reality, there are many variables which, if ignored, can result in poor quality parts being 

produced.  Delcam’s complete automated CAD - CAM - CNC machine process can incorporate in-cycle 
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inspection to constantly check on progress, making sure parts are produced right the first time.  Software 

programs from Delcam can be combined together as one complete solution or used as standalone 

programs, either to remove bottlenecks in a current process or to replace old or obsolete software.  

 

Successful projects must start with a high-quality CAD model.  PowerSHAPE, Delcam’s powerful, 

versatile CAD software for the design of complex 3D parts, lets users find and fix any issues that could 

cause a hold-up in production, such as a gap in the model that could lead to gouging during 

machining.  Even better, all of these tools are available where you need them – on the shop floor.  By 

preparing or repairing CAD models with PowerSHAPE, users can reduce lead times and maintain part 

quality. 

 

The next step is to use a CAM system that will be able to cope with the ever-increasing production 

demands.  PowerMILL from Delcam helps manufacturers to create perfect toolpaths first time, every 

time.  The latest changes in PowerMILL’s extensive functionality for five-axis machining increase the 

number of options for tool-axis definition.  For raster toolpaths, the lead and lean angles can now be 

defined relative to a contact normal.  In addition, better control is now possible for the tool-axis 

definition when using the "To or From a Point” and "To or From a Line or Curve” strategies.  These 

improvements make it easier for users to control the contact angle between the cutter and the part, and 

so set the optimum cutting conditions for efficient machining and quality of surface finish. 

 

In a busy production environment where it is essential that parts are produced as quickly and cost 

effectively as possible, FeatureCAM, Delcam’s feature-based CAM software, is the perfect solution.  It 

automates the creation of reliable NC code for a wide variety of machine tools.  The 2014 version has 

just been released with a number of new options for turning, four-axis rotary machining and turn-mill 

operations.  Other enhancements in this release include more strategies for two-axis finishing and easier 

programming of probing sequences. 

 

The ability to incorporate probing routines into machining programs was added in FeatureCAM 

2013.  These routines make it easier to undertake unsupervised production operations by allowing 

automated checks to be carried out before, during and after machining.  Programming of these 

operations has been made easier and quicker with the new ability to incorporate decision-making with 

built-in options in the software, instead of having to hand-write toolpath edit commands.  For example, 

it is now easier to include a re-machining command if the probing results show that more material needs 

to be removed from the part. 

 

The final step is inspection.  PowerINSPECT is firmly established as the world’s leading hardware-

independent inspection software.  It combines the ability to work with all types of inspection device, 

including probes on machine tools, with a comprehensive range of inspection routines for taking simple 

measurements, for inspection of geometric features and for analysing complex 3D surfaces.  The 

resulting reports present detailed information in an easy-to-read format, that can be understood by all 

engineers not just inspection specialists. 

 

The 2013 R2 version of PowerINSPECT offers faster programming and inspection, plus even easier-to-
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read reports.  It includes a new method for automated inspection of edges of parts, improved display of 

deviations, support for a wider range of geometric features, more flexible simulation and additional 

dimensioning options for radial features. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Four Vero Brands to Exhibit at Southern 2014  

15 January 2014 

 

Four Vero Software brands will be showcasing their most recent features and updates at the Southern 

Manufacturing Exhibition, being held at FIVE, in Farnborough, in the UK, on February 12
th

 and 13
th

. 

 

Alphacam, Edgecam and Radan are on stand U106, while Javelin is on stand G97. 

 

Alphacam: Stand U106  

Visitors to the stand will see a host of Alphacam 2014 R1 enhancements, including those to solid tools, 

multi-processing and CAD to CAM.  

 

Cutting tools can now be defined from solids which are displayed during solid simulation. The lathe 

module now supports multiple turrets, including revolver and platen type configurations. This gives the 

added benefit of enhanced graphical simulation; and improved collision detection within lathe, which is 

especially useful when using multiple turrets. 

 

For multi-processing, Alphacam can still be operated at the same time that multi-core hardware 

technology is being utilised to generate complex toolpaths. This eliminates the need for the user to wait 

for one process to finish before starting the next, reducing part processing time.   

 

Alphacam’s nested based automation tool, CAD to CAM, now supports the processing of solid models. 

Using style layer processing within CAD to CAM these models have their own geometry features 

recognised before automatic machining and nesting. This gives the benefit of solids nesting, while 

reducing screen-to-machine time.   

 

Edgecam: Stand U106 

Edgecam’s 2014 R1 release will be on show, demonstrating how its game-changing Workflow tools are 

even faster. Workflow was already renowned for enabling CAD/CAM engineers to apply toolpaths 

within seconds, but several enhancements in 2014 R1, give additional control and save even more time. 

 

A wide-ranging array of machining and ease of use updates in Edgecam 2014 R1 are also being 

presented on the stand, including a new chamfering cycle, supporting both 2D and 3D geometry.  
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Waveform Roughing is also expected to continue to generate great interest on the stand.  Designed to 

maximise material removal rates while prolonging both tool and machine tool life, it produces rough 

milling toolpaths that deliver shorter cycle times, greater tool life, better surface finish and are kinder to 

machine tools.   

 

In addition, Matsuura will be demonstrating one of their best selling 5-axis machine tools, the MX-520, 

on their own stand – T82 – programmed with Edgecam. 

 

Radan: Stand U106 

There is something new for every type of Radan user in the latest release, Radan 2014. Sales and Major 

Accounts Manager Kevin O’Connor says: “The new functionality which will create the most excitement 

on the stand is within Radan 3D, reducing the time taken to get parts to the nest, from hours of work in 

some cases, down to minutes.  Previously several manual steps were required including unfolding the 

model, saving as a part and adding the right quantity to the schedule. Now all sheet metal components, 

whether single or assemblies, are unfolded and added to the nest area automatically. The new methods 

provide dramatic savings in production time and material usage; in everything from 3D design to 

manufacture for punch, profile and pressbrake machinery.”  

 

Radquote is also being demonstrated at the show, ahead of its launch early next year. “Radquote 

generates quotes for sheet metal, tube, bar and purchased parts. It provides a full breakdown of costs, 

and allows each cost area to be altered, giving complete flexibility when negotiating. It integrates 

seamlessly into Radan’s manufacturing solutions”  

 

Javelin: Stand G97 

With the latest release of the Javelin production control software being demonstrated on stand G97, 

Javelin General Manager Paul Holmes says: “While Javelin has a real niche in the aerospace and 

automotive industries, it is becoming increasingly popular across all business sectors from electronics, 

through supermarket checkout furniture, to hydraulic equipment.  

 

“Southern Manufacturing is a comprehensive forum for industry professionals to assess and compare the 

latest products and services all under one roof. Visitors will see for themselves how Javelin 2014R1 

provides any type of manufacturing business with a cost effective, state-of-the-art MRP system.” 

 Vero Software's solutions provide customers with productivity, reliability and flexibility. 

Improving these attributes in any company will help increase profitability. Vero has direct 

offices in the UK, Italy, France, Japan, USA, Brazil, Netherlands and China, while supplying 

products to more than 45 countries through its wholly owned subsidiaries and reseller network. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Lectra to Showcase Advanced Technology at Outdoor Retailer Winter Market 2014 

14 January 2014 

 

Lectra will showcase advanced technology for design, product development and product lifecycle 

management at the upcoming Outdoor Retailer Winter Market 2014. 

 

Outdoor Retailer Winter Market is the premier trade event for the outdoor recreation market and will 

take place from January 22-25, 2014 at the Salt Palace Convention Center in Salt Lake City, UT. The 

four-day convention attracts retailers, manufacturers and other industry players to discover the newest 

innovative outdoor products for the Winter season. 

 

Lectra will exhibit technology solutions throughout the event, highlighting how challenges such as 

garment fit, quality and speed-to-market can be addressed through an integrated process and technology 

approach. Solutions experts and consultants will be on hand to discuss the latest in design, product 

development and product lifecycle management solutions. Lectra's most recent innovation, 3D 

technology for style development and virtual sampling, will also be demonstrated during interactive 

sessions. 

 

"As a leading provider of technology solutions, Lectra aims to partner with organizations that are 

dedicated to advancing the industries we serve. We are pleased to be a part of this year's Outdoor 

Retailer Winter Market so we can share our expertise with attendees on how we address the industry's 

pressing design, development and production challenges by using the most advanced technology 

available on the market today," said Roy Shurling, President of Lectra North America. 
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Financial News 

Cadence Announces Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2013 Financial Results Webcast 

10 January 2014 

 

WHO: Cadence Design Systems, Inc. to announce fourth quarter and fiscal year 2013 financial results 

via webcast.  

 

WHAT: You are invited to attend the fourth quarter and fiscal year 2013 financial results audio 

webcast. Participating on the webcast will be Lip-Bu Tan, president and chief executive officer, and 

Geoff Ribar, senior vice president and chief financial officer.  

 

WHEN: The webcast will begin Wednesday, Jan. 29, 2014 at 2 p.m. (Pacific)/5 p.m. (Eastern). An 

archive of the webcast will be available from 5 p.m. (Pacific) Jan. 29 until 5 p.m. (Pacific) Mar. 14.  

 

WHERE: The webcast will be available online at: www.cadence.com/cadence/investor_relations 

http://www.lectra.com/
http://www.cadence.com/cadence/investor_relations/Pages/default.aspx
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Dassault Systemes Schedules Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2013 Results Webcast and Conference 

Call  

15 January 2014 

 

Dassault Systèmes will host a webcast and a conference call on Thursday, February 6, 2014, to discuss 

its operating performance for the fourth quarter and full year 2013 ended December 31, 2013. 

 

The management of Dassault Systèmes will host the webcast at 9:30 AM London Time - 10:30 AM 

Paris Time and will then also host the conference call at 9:00 AM New York Time - 2:00 PM London 

Time - 3:00 PM Paris Time. 

 

Both the webcast and the conference call will be available via the Internet by accessing Dassault 

Systèmes’ website athttp://www.3ds.com/investors/. 

 

Follow the directions on the main page to link to the audio. Please go to the website at least fifteen 

minutes prior to the webcast or conference call to register, to download and install any necessary 

software. The webcast and conference call will be archived for 30 days. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC to Announce Fourth-Quarter and Full-Year 2013 Financial Results on January 29 

16 January 2014 

 

EMC
®
 Corporation will publish its fourth-quarter and full-year 2013 financial results on January 29, 

2014 at approximately 7:00 a.m. ET.  The news release will be available on the EMC Investor Relations 

website at http://www.emc.com/ir and on the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission website 

at: http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-

edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000790070&owner=exclude&count=40.  On January 29, 2014, EMC 

will issue a news release announcing the availability of the company's financial results at the websites 

referenced above.   

 

EMC will hold a conference call for investors at 8:30 a.m. ET on January 29, 2014 to review fourth-

quarter and full-year 2013 financial results.  A live webcast of the conference call will be available at the 

EMC Investor Relations website at http://www.emc.com/ir. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000790070&owner=exclude&count=40
http://www.emc.com/ir
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SAP Announces Strong Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2013 – Fast Growing Cloud Business and 

Solid Core Drive Double-Digit Growth in Full Year Non-IFRS Software and Software-Related 

Service Revenue 

10 January 2014 

 

After an initial review of its fourth quarter 2013 performance, SAP AG announced its preliminary 

financial results for the fourth quarter October 1 – December 31 and full year ended December 31, 2013. 

All 2013 figures in this release are approximate due to the preliminary nature of the announcement. 

 

SAP delivered strong revenue growth in 2013. Full year non-IFRS software and cloud subscription 

revenue increased 10% at constant currencies (5% at actual currencies to €5.3 billion). Non-IFRS 

software and software-related service revenue grew 11% at constant currencies (6% at actual currencies 

to €14.0 billion). Non-IFRS total revenue grew 8% at constant currencies (4% at actual currencies to 

€16.9 billion). 

 

“Four years of double-digit growth clearly shows that our customer-focused innovation strategy is 

winning. We are one of the few global tech companies that has successfully managed the transition to 

the cloud while growing our core business and improving our profitability at the same time,” said Bill 

McDermott and Jim Hagemann Snabe, Co-CEOs of SAP. “With the strong momentum of our industry 

leading HANA platform and SAP Cloud we bring simplicity to our customers and help them innovate 

faster.” 

 

“SAP invested significantly in innovation and successfully scaled its cloud business while maintaining 

operational discipline and reaching our 2013 operating profit outlook,” said Werner Brandt, CFO of 

SAP. “SAP expanded its non-IFRS operating margin by 140 basis points at constant currencies driven 

by operational excellence despite the margin impact from acquisitions and our momentum in the cloud.” 

 

SAP’s fast-growing cloud business demonstrates the Company’s leadership in the Cloud. SAP’s annual 

cloud revenue run rate now exceeds €1.06 billion 
(1)

. The Company also exceeded its full year 2013 

guidance of €750 million (2012: €343 million) in non-IFRS cloud subscription and support revenue at 

constant currencies. 

 

SAP HANA, the platform for real-time business applications, was a major growth engine in 2013. Full 

year 2013 HANA software revenue increased 69% at constant currencies to €664 million (61% at actual 

currencies to €633 million compared to guidance range of €650 – €700 million). Customers are showing 

strong interest in SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA as well as SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud. 

 

The Company will report its preliminary fourth quarter and full year 2013 results on January 21, 

including the outlook for 2014. 

 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://global.sap.com/corporate-

http://global.sap.com/corporate-en/news.epx?category=ALL&articleID=22115&searchmode=C&page=1&pageSize=10
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en/news.epx?category=ALL&articleID=22115&searchmode=C&page=1&pageSize=10 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

SofTech Announces Q2FY 2014 Operating Results 

14 January 2014 

 

SofTech, Inc. announced its second quarter fiscal year 2014 operating results. Revenue for the three 

months ended November 30, 2013 was approximately $1.41 million as compared to approximately 

$1.77 million for the same period in the prior fiscal year. Net income (loss) for the current quarter was 

about ($44,000) or ($.05) per share compared to net income of $252,000 or $.25 per share for the same 

period in the prior fiscal year. The sale of the Company’s CADRA product line was completed on 

October 18, 2013, which accounted for most of the revenue decline. 

 

EBITDA for current quarter was about $3.37 million as compared to about $369,000 for the same period 

in fiscal year 2013. The EBITDA in the current quarter was generated from the sale of the 

aforementioned CADRA product line. 

 

As disclosed in the Form 10-Q filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission and in our Form 8-K 

filed on December 11, 2013, subsequent to the end of the fiscal quarter, the Company entered into an 

agreement with its lender to amend its loan agreement pursuant to which a portion of the cash generated 

from the CADRA product line sale was used to reduce the principal of the loan by $1.7 million. 

 

“The current management team purchased a controlling equity interest in the business in March 2011 

when the Company was facing what appeared to be insurmountable issues on multiple fronts,” said Joe 

Mullaney, SofTech’s CEO. “The sale of the CADRA product line during the current quarter and the 

resulting improved liquidity represents a transformative event for the shareholders. The management 

team is committed to continuing its efforts to carefully and systematically explore alternatives for 

maximizing shareholder value,” he added. 

 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://www.softech.com/news/press-

releases/softech-announces-q2fy-2014-operating-results 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Stratasys Releases Financial Guidance for 2014 

14 January 2014 

 

Stratasys provided the following information regarding the company’s projected revenue and net income 

for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2014: 

 Revenue guidance of $660 to $680 million. 

http://global.sap.com/corporate-en/news.epx?category=ALL&articleID=22115&searchmode=C&page=1&pageSize=10
http://www.softech.com/news/press-releases/softech-announces-q2fy-2014-operating-results
http://www.softech.com/news/press-releases/softech-announces-q2fy-2014-operating-results
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 Non-GAAP net income of $113 to $119 million, or $2.15 to $2.25 per diluted share. 

 GAAP net income of $10.5 to $19.9 million, or a $0.20 to $0.38 per diluted share. 

 The company expects organic sales, which exclude MakerBot sales, to grow at least 25% over 

2013, with additional growth coming from MakerBot, which is expected to grow at a higher rate. 

 

“We enter the new year with positive momentum and an expectation of continued strong growth for our 

industry-leading products and services,” said David Reis, chief executive officer of Stratasys. “Revenue 

synergies continue to develop from the merger between Stratasys and Objet, which is reflected in our 

outlook for organic sales growth of at least 25%. In addition, the performance of MakerBot, which we 

acquired in August of 2013, is exceeding our expectations, and is on track to be accretive by the end of 

the year. We expect 2014 will be another exciting year for Stratasys and our shareholders.” 

 

Stratasys provided the following additional information regarding the company’s performance and 

strategic plans for 2014: 

 Operating expenses are projected to expand significantly in 2014 driven by investments in sales 

and marketing programs to drive future market adoption, as well as by higher R&D investments 

to fund technology innovation and new product development. 

 Incremental sales and marketing investments will focus on expanding sales channels, as well as 

building unique go-to-market programs targeting certain market verticals and customer 

applications. 

 Non-GAAP operating margins in 2014 are projected to remain relatively consistent with levels 

recognized in 2013, as margin expansion in the company’s core business is offset by a full year 

contribution from MakerBot, which maintains lower operating margins. 

 Projected Non-GAAP net income is expected to be derived disproportionately from the second 

half of fiscal 2014, driven by the projected timing of operating expenses, as well as the projected 

timing and success of new product introductions and their corresponding ramp in sales. 

 Capital expenditures are projected at $50 to $70 million, which includes significant investments 

in manufacturing capacity in anticipation of future growth. 

 

“The marketplace for 3D printing and additive manufacturing solutions continues to develop very 

rapidly. Stratasys is positioned to address a full spectrum of opportunities by providing solutions that 

help foster innovation, accelerate design processes, and transform the way things are made. In addition 

to actively evaluating new acquisitions, we will continue to invest aggressively in sales, marketing and 

R&D initiatives in 2014 to better capitalize on these opportunities and drive future growth. We look 

forward to executing our plan in 2014,” Reis concluded. 

 

Non-GAAP earnings guidance excludes $64.8 million of projected amortization of intangible assets; 

$25.1 million to $28.2 million of share-based compensation expense; and $8.8 million to $9.8 million in 

non-recurring expenses related to M&A transactions. 

 

Appropriate reconciliations between GAAP and non-GAAP financial measures are provided in a table at 
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the end of this press release. The table provides itemized detail of the non-GAAP financial measures. 

 

Click here to return to Contents  

TCS Maintains Momentum and Delivers Steady Performance in Q3 

16 January 2014 

 

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), reported its consolidated financial results according to IFRS US 

dollars for the quarter ended December 31, 2013. 

 

Revenues at $3.44 billion; up 17% Y-o-Y 

 International revenues grow 3.8% in dollar terms sequentially 

 Hiring Target for FY14 increased further to 55,000 from 50,000 

 Net Income at $ 858 million up 31.7% Y-o-Y 

 

Financial Highlights for Quarter Ended December 31, 2013 

Operating Profit at $1,023 million up 27.3 % Y-o-Y 

Business Highlights for Quarter Ended December 31, 2013 

 Gross employee addition: 14,663 

 Total headcount: 290,713 

 Utilization: 84.3% (excluding trainees) & 77.5% (including trainees) 

 Number of $50m+ clients increases by 2; Number of $20m+ clients increases by 4 

 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: 

http://www.tcs.com/news_events/press_releases/Pages/TCS-Financial-Results-Q3-FY-2014.aspx  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Wipro: Results for the Quarter ended December 31, 2013 under IFRS 

17 January 2014 

 

Wipro Limited today announced financial results under International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS)  for its third quarter ended December 31, 2013.  

 

Highlights of the Results:  

Results for the Quarter ended December 31, 2013:  

 Revenues from continuing operations were `113.3 billion ($1.8 billion1), an increase of 18% 

YoY.  

http://www.tcs.com/news_events/press_releases/Pages/TCS-Financial-Results-Q3-FY-2014.aspx
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 Net Income from continuing operations was `20.1 billion ($325 million1), an increase of 27% 

YoY which includes a non-recurring expense incurred due to the cessation of manufacturing 

Wipro branded desktop, laptops and servers. Excluding the non-recurring expense, Net Income 

from continuing operations was `20.3 billion ($328 million1), an increase of 28% YoY  

 Non-GAAP Adjusted Net Income from continuing operations was `20.1 billion ($325 million1), 

an increase of 27% YoY.  

 IT Services Revenue was $1,678.4 million, a sequential increase of 2.9% and YoY increase of 

6.4%.  

 IT Services Revenues in Rupee terms was `103.3 billion ($1,668 million1), an increase of 20% 

YoY.  

 IT Services Earnings Before Interest and Tax (EBIT) was `23.8 billion ($384 million1), an 

increase of 33% YoY.  

 Operating Income to Revenue for IT Services was 23% for the quarter.  

 The Opus CMC acquisition (announced in December 2013) was completed in January 2014, 

upon completion of customary closing conditions. Opus CMC’s revenue for calendar year 2013, 

prior to the closing of the acquisition, was approximately $ 43 million.  

 Wipro declared an interim dividend of `3 ($0.051) per share /ADS.  

 

Performance for the quarter ended December 31, 2013  

Azim Premji, Chairman of Wipro, commenting on the results said, “As the global economy is 

progressing towards stability, we see optimism amongst clients, especially in the West. Corporations are 

leveraging technology to reduce operational costs and investing resources in differentiating themselves 

in the marketplace.”  

 

T K Kurien, Executive Director & Chief Executive Officer of Wipro, said, “Our focus on account 

management has yielded encouraging results. We continue to execute to our strategy for superior 

engagement with clients while investing in emerging technologies to drive towards a higher growth 

trajectory. During the quarter, our Global Infrastructure Services business grew strongly on revenues.”  

  

Suresh Senapaty, Executive Director & Chief Financial Officer of Wipro, said – “Our strategy of 

‘standardization at the core’ is yielding results. Our investments in automation and productivity tools 

have driven efficiencies and helped us expand margins of IT Services by 54 basis points to 23%.” 

 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: 

http://www.wipro.com/Documents/investors/pdf-files/IFRS-Press-Release-Q3-FY14.pdf  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 

A World Leader in the Manufacture of Harps Selects MSC Software to Design Lighter, Better 

http://www.wipro.com/Documents/investors/pdf-files/IFRS-Press-Release-Q3-FY14.pdf
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Performing Musical Instruments 

13 January 2014 

 

MSC Software Corporation announced that Salvi Harps, a leader in the manufacture of harps, 

selected MSC Nastran and SimXpert to improve the structural behavior of their instruments and develop 

lighter, more stable harps. 

 

Building a harp involves several engineering challenges. The structure of the instrument is made entirely 

of wood, while the mechanical part is made of brass and steel. Wood is a material used since ancient 

times, however, because of its unique characteristics, it is difficult to simulate. First, it is a material with 

anisotropic behavior, which means different batches can have very different mechanical properties. 

 

Salvi Harps uses numerical simulation software, through a comparison with experimental data, to 

evaluate and calibrate the materials and components of the design. Internal loads to the main structure of 

the harp are very high, so engineers needed a method for increasing the integrity of the design. MSC 

Nastran and SimXpert have been proven within Salvi Harps in helping with the modeling and 

characterization of the materials, and results nicely matched experimental test data. 

 

SimXpert, with its multidisciplinary workspaces and integrated user interface, has allowed Salvi to 

consider the entire harp in the simulation, thus reducing the errors of interpretation that may arise from 

using point tools. Computer-aided engineering (CAE) templates in SimXpert allowed engineers to 

automate the creation of forces applied to each string, rather than doing so manually. Engineers achieved 

a 60% time savings in model creation as a result of using the templates. 

 

The complete model of the Grand Concert Harp, "Aurora", enlightened engineers on some critical issues 

that before were only guessed, allowing Salvi to work on improving the structural stability and to study 

structural changes intended to improve the acoustic performance of the instrument. Giorgio Peirano, 

Head of R&D Department in Salvi Harps, said: "SimXpert and MSC Nastran were essential for the 

structural optimization of some parts of the harp that are critical to the instrument timbre." 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

 

 

 

Great Plains Manufacturing Uses PTC Technology Solutions to Develop Innovative Farming 

Systems 

14 January 2014 

 

An expanding global population, shrinking farm land, and environmental sustainability goals are driving 

http://www.mscsoftware.com/
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/msc-nastran
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/simxpert
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/msc-nastran
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/msc-nastran
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farmers to grow record crops through innovative farming systems. PTC today announced that Great 

Plains Manufacturing is using PTC Creo and PTC Windchill to design and build the equipment that 

feeds the world by increasing crop yields. 

 

Great Plains Manufacturing, one of the largest privately held manufacturers of farm equipment for the 

past 40 years, develops agricultural equipment for seedbed preparation, nutrient application, and seeding 

placement using the most recent, cutting-edge technology available. 

 

The company standardized on PTC Creo for all stages of product development including concept, 

detailing, simulation, documentation and production. The tight integration of PTC Creo and PTC 

Windchill increased team productivity by maximizing component re-use across nine locations, including 

design engineers located in Sleaford, England. Great Plains Manufacturing is also bringing new products 

to market faster by enabling other teams such as manufacturing, marketing, and sales to view digital 

models earlier in the design process. 

 

“For us at Great Plains, product innovation starts at the design stage. We innovate to stay ahead, because 

it's a very competitive business,” says Greg Arnett, engineering manager, Great Plains Manufacturing. 

“We invest heavily in engineering because we know how important it is to deliver great products for our 

customers. If innovation and quality are not built at the engineering stage, there’s nothing our 

manufacturing process can do to make that better. PTC solutions enable us to be stronger and more agile 

in the marketplace.” 

 

Using PTC software, Great Plains Manufacturing delivered its largest grain drill – the 3S-5000 – three 

times faster than perviously able. Randy Jones, engineering system administration, Great Plains 

Manufacturing sums up the value of PTC Creo, “We’re designing products that we wouldn’t have 

dreamed of before PTC Creo. It’s not just a question of how much faster we are, it wouldn’t have been 

possible to design them at all.” 

 

“Using PTC software, Great Plains Manufacturing drives value from the rich, complete 3D definition of 

its products and is able to design and deliver better equipment through stronger, more efficient 

manufacturing processes,” said Mike Campbell, executive vice president, CAD, PTC. “Great Plains is 

among the innovative companies that we work with helping to transform how products are created from 

concept through manufacturing, service and retirement. We enjoy working with them as they continue to 

design cutting-edge, innovative equipment to address the dynamic changes the farming industry is 

seeing.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Omnify Software Selected by Genetec for Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) Needs 

14 January 2014 

 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Fapps%2Fcorporate-videos%2Fvideo%2FCorporate-Videos%2F-2123317325%2FPTC-Advantage%2F2401892934001&esheet=50781031&newsitemid=20140114005031&lan=en-US&anchor=PTC&index=1&md5=c55eb33e487aa8f0bbb3902f505ed788
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Omnify Software today unveils its latest Empower PLM application story featuring Genetec Inc., a 

leader in unified IP video management system (VMS), access control and license plate recognition 

(LPR) solutions. Genetec moved from its legacy open-source PLM system to Empower PLM to gain 

important functionality and achieve time and cost savings. 

 

As Genetec grew its business in the physical IP video surveillance industry, the company chose to 

transition its PLM system to Omnify Empower PLM for greater performance features and a turnkey 

solution. Empower PLM provided Genetec with essential features such as reference designators, Bill of 

Material (BOM) redlining, BOM comparisons, change history tracking and data importing capabilities 

that did not require customization of the software to employ. 

 

"As the company grew, we determined that our development teams required a more robust and cost-

effective solution to manage our expanding product development information processes," said Danny 

Roy, Hardware Development Manager for Genetec, Inc. "After a thorough review, we chose Omnify 

Software because we were impressed with its ease of use, functionality and competitive price." 

 

After implementing Empower PLM, Genetec saved substantial time and money by cutting out software 

customization and manual processes required by their previous open-source system. Design engineers 

are now able to import large electronic boards or mechanical assembly BOMs into Empower, easily and 

within seconds. Previously this required a cut-and-paste, item by item. 

 

"More and more, we are seeing savvy customers like Genetec moving away from systems that require a 

heavy consulting effort and customizations, and choosing solutions that offer essential functionality, out 

of the box with little or no customization and configuration," stated Chuck Cimalore, CTO for Omnify 

Software. "Omnify's approach reduces deployment and implementation phases, lowers the initial and 

long-term costs, provides a seamless path for upgrades and updates, and affords the flexibility to switch 

to different deployment environments, including on-premises to hosted and vice versa." 

 

To read and download the case study, visit: 

http://www.omnifysoft.com/Customers/Success.aspx?customer=31   

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Versatile VISI “Much More Than Injection Moulding CAD/CAM”   

16 January 2014 

 

One of the UK’s leading injection moulding specialists for the engineering and industrial sectors uses 

VISI software for much more than designing mould tools. Rutland Plastics, using their Objet 3D printer, 

designed and manufactured a secondary operation jig which halved the manpower required for the shop 

floor assembly.   

 

http://www.omnifysoft.com/
http://www.omnifysoft.com/products/default.aspx
http://www.genetec.com/
http://www.omnifysoft.com/Customers/Success.aspx?customer=31%20%20%0d
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Technical Manager Carl Martin says: “Any good engineer can see it’s not just a CAD/CAM system for 

creating injection moulding tools; it’s an extremely powerful system for anything in the design world. 

We use it for designing a number of different items throughout the business, from a small jig, through to 

a complete multi-impression mould tool.”  

 

He says VISI’s role in ensuring the company could competitively produce a pipe coupling for the 

drainage industry is an example of its versatility. “We used VISI to create a 3D printed prototype of the 

coupling, the mould tool for production, and a unique jig to automate a manual part of the operation.” 

Carl Martin says the mesh functionality within VISI was a useful tool when preparing the model 

geometry for printing on the Objet Connex 350. The mesh feature set provides tools to clean-up 

problematic vertices, simplify, fill holes and analyse the mesh topology. Printing a fit-for-purpose 

prototype meant the customer could fit a prototype physical model to the pipes, ensuring it functioned as 

expected, before having the mould tool built. “It’s expensive to change tooling if the moulded part isn’t 

correct. The 3D printed part worked perfectly, so we then moved forward with building the injection 

mould tool in VISI.” 

 

As the part had already been designed in VISI, it was a seamless CAD through CAM process to 

manufacture the mould in P20 hardened tool steel. VISI Mould’s essential model preparation tools 

inspect the model data for moulding feasibility, while draft analysis interrogates the model to easily 

identify any potential design issues. “We used the split line and plane creation function for the two 

cavities, and then built up the ancillaries around that to design the tool as a whole. It meant we could be 

sure of the accuracy of each individual aspect – namely the cavity plates, the backing plate, the ejector 

system, the risers and the clamping plates.” 

 

Another important aspect was how VISI Flow’s injection simulation showed optimum moulding 

conditions and locating the ideal gate positions. “It was vital for us to verify where the part needed to be 

gated, which areas may be difficult to fill, and where venting needed to be placed into the tool. VISI 

Flow showed us how the tool would perform on the moulding machine.” 

 

The High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) component links two pieces of pipe by electrofusion, using 

special fittings that have built-in electric heating elements which are used to weld the joint together. In 

order to be successfully welded in the field, brass continuity pins have to be inserted before the part is 

shipped out of the factory. “Originally we had one operator managing the turning and wire laying, with a 

second person manually inserting the pins which hold the wire in place.” Automating the pinning 

process and reducing manpower from two to one was essential for Rutland Plastics to remain 

competitive. 

 

“We used VISI to design the jig to handle this job, from the ground up. VISI created the components 

and animated all movements showing how it would function on the shop floor.”  

 

The suite of VISI in use at Rutland also includes VISI PEPS-Wire, VISI Electrode and VISI Machining 

3D, which play an equally vital role in the production process, programming two Bridgeport VMC mills, 

a Fanuc Robocut 1ia wire eroder and an AgieCharmilles Roboform 30 spark eroder.     
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“With around 90 per cent of moulded products requiring textured finishes, we often use spark erosion. If 

a customer requires a certain VDI spark finish we design an electrode in VISI, bring our back-end 

Erowa block into the system and get it to the point at which it needs to be placed on the machine. It’s 

then manufactured on either the lathes or mills, and the form sparked in to give us the specified finish.”  

With electrode production being time consuming and complex, this VISI module easily creates and 

manages electrodes and their holders for detailed and hard-to-machine features. Comprehensive holder 

design, simulation and collision checking ensures the electrode will be perfect first time.   

 

VISI PEPS-Wire is used where small, intricate inserts need to be wired into the mould tool. It provides 

automatic recognition of wire features from solid geometry, creating reliable wire EDM toolpaths and 

proven NC code.  

 

Once the tools are built, Rutland Plastics use their range of Engel and Krauss Maffei injection moulding 

machines to produce a variety of components for the gas, water and petrochemical industries, 

agricultural products, electrical enclosures, the construction industry and automotive. Marketing 

Manager Stuart Lovett says: “The moulding operation runs 24 hours a day over a five-day week, 

manufacturing anything from just a few grams in weight, right up to a 710 mm electrofusion coupler 

weighing 48 kilos, which is our largest product.”  

 

Although focusing on the mould tool itself, rather than part design, Rutland Plastics use VISI to assist 

customers in ensuring their parts are suitable for injection moulding. As with the electrofusion pipe 

coupling, prototypes are often 3D printed on the Objet, with its 350 x 350 x 200 mm build tray, which 

also forms the basis of their 3D printing bureau service. He expects 3D printing to become increasingly 

popular for one-offs and small batch numbers, as the Objet can print ten different materials in any one 

run, and a total of 110 materials overall.      

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 

Aras Announces Release of Aras Innovator 10 PLM Platform 

13 January 2014 

 

Aras® today announced the general availability of Aras Innovator® 10. The latest open release provides 

a new level of PLM platform scalability for enterprises with global supply chains, and introduces an 

HTML5 browser interface which redefines usability making PLM more accessible for business users. 

Download Aras Innovator 10 at www.aras.com/downloads 

 

Aras Innovator 10 is ideal for businesses that need to re-platform their PLM environment to support 

requirements for large extended enterprise user counts and rapidly growing data sets. The technology 

enhancements also enable mobile application development and simplify cloud deployment. 

http://www.aras.com/downloads
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“As global companies prepare for the future they are increasingly investigating new and more modern 

PLM platform alternatives for their PLM processes,” said Peter Bilello, President of CIMdata. “Aras is 

providing a more modern alternative that delivers significantly more scalability, flexibility, and 

resiliency than typical PLM solutions of the past.” 

 

See Aras Innovator 10 – Watch Demo: http://aras.com/plm/002228  

 

Aras Innovator 10 Release Highlights 

• Scalable - Scales from 100 users to over 100,000 users on Microsoft SQL Server 2012 providing 

companies of all sizes with a new level of power 

• Lean - Fewer lines of code for greater efficiency and performance on standard hardware 

configurations 

• Modern - New roles-based HTML5 Web browser interface with an Office 13-style design 

simplifies usability for everyone 

 

“The HTML5 browser client together with scalability for over 100,000 users enables true collaboration 

within companies and across the extended enterprise making Aras Innovator 10 the best PLM platform 

for businesses with complex products and complicated processes,” said Peter Schroer, President of Aras. 

 

Additional details, demo videos, screenshots and more at www.aras.com/latest-release 

Companies with an active Aras subscription receive free upgrades regardless of the amount of 

customization in the current deployment. For details visit http://www.aras.com/subscriptions  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

eQuorum Announces ImageSite Version 8.7 With File Earmarking 

16 January 2014 

 

eQuorum Corporation announces significant new features in Version 8.7 of its ImageSite
®
 Document 

Management solution, including industry first file earmarking functionality.  This is the first time the 

document management industry has integrated covert file tracking in a document management 

solution.  Scott Brandt, eQuorum’s CEO, stated “this is really exciting because today’s document 

management systems leave companies hanging once files are downloaded by their users.  Now IT and 

Legal departments have the added assurance that if files are compromised they will know about it.” 

 

ImageSite’s Earmarking module can track files outside the corporate network and using alert parameters 

can notify corporate administrators when files are compromised either by being opened outside 

allowable IP ranges, opened an unacceptable number of times, or printed or saved in a given time 

http://aras.com/plm/002228
http://www.aras.com/latest-release
http://www.aras.com/subscriptions
http://www.equorum.com/solutions/
http://www.equorum.com/solutions/
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frame.  Administrators are also given information to decide whether or not to lock down the 

file.  Currently, all Word and Excel documents are included, as well as almost all PDF files. 

 

Multi-directional Synchronization 

ImageSite V8.7 has enhanced the eSync=Site™module to support multi-directional synchronization for 

two or more servers.  This enables member servers to pass new and changed documents and metadata 

back and forth, allowing all users to gain access to non-local servers while ensuring files are the most 

current.  According to Mr. Brandt, “companies with many locations can now leave large engineering 

files local to their primary users while allowing other people in the company to see and share the files if 

they need them.” 

 

Multi-directional Attributes for AutoCAD 

ImageSite can now not only read metadata from AutoCAD block attributes, it can write information 

back into those attributes from ImageSite’s custom defined fields.  This allows users to make bulk 

changes to file attributes in ImageSite and have them populate directly into AutoCAD.  This ensures any 

changes made to attributes in either AutoCAD or ImageSite remain synchronized, while using 

ImageSite’s easy to use interface to enter changes. 

 

Additional Enhancements 

The ImageSite V8.7 release also provides some significant upgrades and enhancements, including: 

Complete support for AutoCAD 2014 integration 

 Complete support for SolidWorks 3D viewing 

 Vectored search values populating search screens 

 Standard projects supporting queued rendering 

 Support for Java Release 1.7.0_45. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

e-Xstream engineering Announces New Release of Digimat 

13 January 2014 

 

e-Xstream engineering, an MSC Software Company, and software developer of Digimat, the nonlinear 

multi-scale material and structure modeling platform has announced the new release of Digimat 5.0.1. 

The new capabilities in this release significantly improve the user friendliness of analyzing fiber 

reinforced plastics and the accuracy of analyzing unidirectional (UD) and woven composites. 

 

New User Interface for Reinforced Plastics Analysis  

Digimat-RP ("Reinforced Plastics") now provides engineers with a guided workflow tool that aids in the 

setup and streamlines the process of accurate analysis of plastic parts in a robust, fast and easy manner. 

It bridges the gap between injection molding and nonlinear FEA of plastic parts. 

http://www.equorum.com/products/features/
http://www.equorum.com/products/advanced-modules/
http://www.mscsoftware.com/
http://www.e-xstream.com/en/digimat-software/
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The new release supports the setup of 3D analyses with Marc, MSC Nastran, Abaqus, Ansys, and LS-

Dyna based on Moldflow, Moldex3D, Sigmasoft or Timon 3D processing results. All Digimat solution 

technologies are supported. Jobs can either be run and monitored on a local computer or packaged for 

the remote solution on a cluster. Digimat-RP is an intuitive 3-step process that enables a part engineer 

(not necessarily a material expert) to do predictive analysis of plastic parts using one single process 

oriented product (RP) instead of the original four. RP is easy to learn and to use by "non-experts". The 

experts can continue to use the general-purpose building blocks and prepare the models for easy use in 

RP. 

 

Progressive Failure of UD Composite Materials 
Digimat now offers a Matzenmiller-Lubliner-Taylor (MLT) based model for the progressive failure of 

UD composite materials. Failure progression includes individual damage control functions as well as 

stabilization of failure progression for coupled analyses. In initial studies, 97% accuracy on open hole 

tension test could be reached. 

 

Nonlinear Multi-Scale Modeling with Digimat and Nastran Sol 700 
MSC Nastran SOL700 is now available in the Digimat-CAE/Nastran interface supporting MSC Nastran 

2013.1. 

 

Improved Robustness for Woven Composites 
The Hybrid solution method has been enhanced to support elastic, elastoplastic and elasto-viscoplastic 

material models for woven composites including per-phase failure. 

 

Thermal & Thermo-Mechanical Analysis 
Anisotropic thermal conductivity can be used in coupled analyses with Digimat-CAE/Abaqus. Thermo-

mechanical analyses are available via Digimat-CAE/Marc. Robustness has been improved by offering 

RE of TEP material models in MX and the support of TE and TEP within the Hybrid solution method. 

For more details about the new release, please join new release webinars at one of the below dates: 

 Digimat 5.0.1 New release webinar - January 28, 2014 

 New release webinar focusing on Digimat RP - January 30, 2014 

 

Details and registration at: http://e-xstream.com/en/workshops-and-events/webinars.html 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

GeoS Center Licenses C3D Solver from C3D Labs 

15 January 2014 

 

C3D Labs (ASCON Group) is pleased to announce that GeoS Center has licensed its C3D Solver 

http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/marc
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/msc-nastran
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/msc-nastran
http://www.mscsoftware.com/events_assets/Webcasts/MSCNastranAdvantage/MSC_Nastran_2013-1_Release_Overview.html
http://www.mscsoftware.com/events_assets/Webcasts/MSCNastranAdvantage/MSC_Nastran_2013-1_Release_Overview.html
http://e-xstream.com/en/workshops-and-events/webinars.html
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geometric constraint manager, which is part of the C3D geometric modeling kernel. GeoS Center is a 

well-known Russian developer of geometry software and integrated solutions for design automation.  

 

“We have worked with ASCON for many years, as our partnership began in 1990 and continues 

successfully to this day,” said Sergei Labutin, Director of GeoS Center. “I am confident that the C3D 

Solver solution will be of great interest to our customers, as it will provide them with added benefits in 

their design work. The geometric solver is adds to our K3-Furniture software suite’s list of competitive 

advantages.” 

 

“Over the past year, we have spent considerable effort on developing the 3D geometric solver further,” 

said Alexander Maximenko, С3D Solver development manager. “In particular, we added the ability to 

define mates for any set of three-dimensional geometric objects. We significantly increased the 

performance of geometric constraints, and so we are pleased that our work is appreciated by GeoS.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

GRAPHISOFT North America Releases ArchiCAD STAR(T) Edition 2014 

16 January 2014 

 

GRAPHISOFT North America today announces the release ArchiCAD STAR(T) Edition 2014 BIM 

software in the North American market. Shipping of ArchiCAD STAR(T) Edition 2014 is anticipated to 

begin in early February. 

 

ArchiCAD STAR(T) Edition 2014 is a full-fledged BIM solution with critical features most smaller 

practices need. Architects can take advantage of a full BIM toolset and create any type of Virtual 

Building™ model and architectural documentation (floor plans, sections/elevations, 3D views, details). 

 

"ArchiCAD STAR(T) Edition 2014 offers small firms, big software at a low price point.  STAR(T) was 

already a huge value but with the addition of the MORPH and Shell tools, STAR(T) Edition 2014 is 

pretty much in a class of its own at this price point," said Steve Benford, managing director, 

GRAPHISOFT North America. 

 

The feature set in STAR(T) 2014 includes all the necessary tools to create a BIM that is data-rich and 

able to produce all floor plans, sections/elevations, 3D views and details for a project. Advanced 

modeling tools such as the Shell tool, MORPH and priority-based connections are also included within 

STAR(T) 2014.  Serving as a base for the latest ArchiCAD STAR(T) Edition 2014, ArchiCAD 17's 

robust, well-tested engine satisfies the needs of a smaller practice. Therefore, ArchiCAD STAR(T) 

Edition has most of the feature set, content and benefits of ArchiCAD 17, including: 

 All the tools necessary to create the Building Information Model from which the architectural 

documentation (floor plans, sections/elevations, 3D views, details) as well as the bill of materials 

can be derived; 
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 Full access to ArchiCAD's 3D modeling capabilities including the Shell tool, the MORPH™ 

tool, the priority-based Junctions and GDL objects (up to version 17); 

 Latest IFC, DWG and DXF file exchange capabilities to enable full, model-based and hybrid 

coordination workflow with consultants. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Innovyze Releases IWLive Generation V4.5, Setting New Standards for Real-Time Smart Water 

Network Modeling, Operation and Security 

16 January 2014 

 

Innovyze announced the worldwide release of the V4.5 Generation of IWLive, a major new version of its 

real-time water network modeling solution featuring significant new and extended capabilities driven by 

input from Innovyze customers. The new release reinforces Innovyze’s commitment to offering proven, 

best-of-class solutions to address the business drivers for smart water grids of today and tomorrow. 

 

A complete real-time network hydraulic and water quality modeling, monitoring, forecasting and 

SCADA integration software, IWLive equips water utility operators with tools that are both predictive 

and reactive. It continuously assesses system performance and alerts operators to problems that may 

arise in the coming minutes, hours, or days, allowing them to quickly determine their severity and the 

time of onset and develop reliable response strategies to minimize downstream effects.  

 

Designed for use in the water distribution control room, IWLive gives operators unprecedented decision 

making ability in developing real-time response strategies. They can run accurate hydraulic simulations 

that factor in energy costs, weather, real time or delayed SCADA telemetry, demand history, valve and 

pumping control scenarios. Beyond increasing operational efficiency and reducing energy 

consumption, IWLive can help operators understand the impact of their systems on CO2 emissions as 

well as the effects of main breaks, pump and reservoir shutdowns, and other scheduled maintenance. 

 

The fully optimized IWLive interface allows operators to see a map of all water infrastructures, including 

background maps. Highlighted color coding shows predicted problem areas; a single click produces a 

detailed map showing pipes, valves, pumps, reservoirs and other water assets. Animation of the map 

shows the development of the problem, while graphs show simulated pressures and reservoir 

levels. IWLive can be accessed remotely over a VPN, and configured to send critical warning messages 

via SMS or email. 

 

V4.5 is packed with user-requested enhancements and several innovative capabilities that further 

enhance user productivity. Operators now benefit from a new Zones Tab that allows the division of 

networks into user-defined areas, letting them instantly view warnings for each part of a network and 

quickly select and zoom into areas of particular interest. It also includes a new method of reporting 

called Dashboards, a collection of user-defined graphical components used to instantly display a high 

level overview based on the results of queries run on a network or live data. Dashboard’s layout can be 

customized to suit organizational requirements and can be displayed either within IWLive or exported to 

a number of common formats. In particular, the ability to automatically update dashboards at specified 

intervals and export them in HTML allows high level results to be published to a web server and viewed 
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outside the IWLive environment. 

 

The new version also includes a number of enhancements to database connectivity, enabling the solution 

to seamlessly integrate with a utility’s existing IT infrastructure. Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 

provides a standard software interface for accessing almost any industry-compliant database 

management system. Moreover, a new ability to automatically export IWLive results to a database 

following a simulation, along with four new types of export, greatly expands the flexibility with which 

organizations can use the powerful capabilities of IWLive. 

 

For a complete listing of new features and capabilities in IWLive V4.5, visit the “What’s New” section 

in the online help. 

 

“Today, water utilities need to be able to fully maximize their data to power all decision making,” said 

Paul F. Boulos, Ph.D., BCEEM, Hon.D.WRE, Dist.D.NE, F.ASCE, President, COO and Chief 

Technical Officer of Innovyze. “With an intuitive, easy-to-use interface, enhanced performance, 

advanced analytics and unrivaled depth, IWLive V4.5 is the industry’s real-time smart water network 

modeling solution for support of operational, emergency response, and water system planning goals. It 

enables water utilities worldwide to improve their system performance and reliability, enhance customer 

service, save money, safeguard critical infrastructures, avoid or eliminate the effects of negative events, 

and maximize their ability to protect public health.” 
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Kubotek Comparison Suite 2014 Officially Released 

14 January 2014 

 

Kubotek USA has officially released Kubotek Comparison Suite 2014.  Kubotek Comparison Suite 2014 

adds significant user-driven improvements to save time and improve user control over everyday 

tasks.  Comparison Suite products include Kubotek Validation Tool and ECO Manager. 

 

The engineering change identification and documentation tools found in the Kubotek Comparison Suite 

help users avoid the costs and pitfalls resulting from undetected or undocumented engineering changes. 

Design and quality teams gain confidence as they compare two CAD models, regardless of file type, to 

find differences in product geometry, Model Based Definition (MBD) or Product Manufacturing 

Information (PMI) contained in the 3D model.  Any revisions can then be documented and easily 

communicated via automated reports in PowerPoint and 3D PDF formats as products work their way 

through the manufacturing process.  

 

A significant enhancement of the Comparison Suite 2014 release is automatic 3D PDF report 

creation.  Users can create personalized engineering change reports using the full functionality of 3D 

PDF without the need for secondary software.  These 3D PDF reports are fully supported by the Adobe 

Reader software and provide powerful options for viewing, measuring, collaborating and obtaining 

information related to engineering changes.  

 

Other reporting enhancements include tools and features that make creating or updating PowerPoint 

http://kubotek3d.com/home.aspx
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reports easier, including a new creation style that automates the process of creating PowerPoint slides 

from each identified part revision.  Additional customer-driven improvements focus on increasing 

productivity and updating the extensive CAD file reading capabilities of the Comparison Suite products. 

A full list of new features and benefits found in Comparison Suite 2014 can be found in the What’s New 

document. 

 

Tony Anderson, VP and General Manager of Comparison Suite Products, states, “3D PDF is becoming a 

very popular format for sharing 3D design change data across engineering disciplines.  Our Engineering 

Change Identification and Documentation Tools take advantage of 3D PDF by giving its users more 

options to view 3D change data.  Kubotek’s customers depend on our ECO and Validation tools to 

immediately identify and communicate design changes with accuracy in a way that fits their needs.” 

 

New and current users are urged to learn more about the enhanced functionality by watching a webinar 

recording of What’s New in Comparison Suite 2014.  This update training details the latest upgrades and 

is available for viewing on-demand. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra announces Lectra Fashion PLM V3R3 

16 January 2014 

 

Lectra is pleased to announce the release of Lectra Fashion PLM V3R3, which introduces significant 

improvements for collaboration and transparency. 

 

"The world keeps evolving quickly. Economic and social changes are continuing to highlight fashion 

companies' needs for control and flexibility. Integrating design and product development talent 

seamlessly into the fashion and apparel organization allows companies to explore new territory, in terms 

of increased creativity and improved efficiency. Team alignment and collaboration are prerequisites for 

business growth," says Daniel Harari, Lectra CEO. 

 

"Lectra Fashion PLM V3R3 supports teamwork by privileging visual communication and sharing at 

each step of the development process. We have drastically improved the user experience to remove 

roadblocks to collaboration. We are looking to cater to the needs of both the creative and technical 

personalities found within a fashion or apparel company," adds Anastasia Charbin, Lectra fashion 

marketing director. "By integrating Lectra Fashion PLM connectivity into Adobe Illustrator, these users 

can stay within their comfort zone. They are free to create in Illustrator and also share and exchange 

with the Lectra Fashion PLM platform community in a seamlessly intuitive way. We have made it fun." 

 

Lectra Fashion PLM supports teams to design the right-the-first-time product 

With Lectra Fashion PLM V3R3, teams are connected to the product development ecosystem from the 

beginning of the product conceptualization stage. Users can create and share information visually, from 

style to technical data without leaving their native environment, through a common platform and a 

unique file. Creative and technical designers can add product specification information directly from 

https://kubotek3d.com/content/Technical-Docs/Whats-New-KCS-1202.aspx
https://kubotek3d.com/content/Technical-Docs/Whats-New-KCS-1202.aspx
https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/857467352
https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/857467352
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Adobe Illustrator, reducing the time usually spent on file management and minimizing the risk of 

working on an old version of a file. 

 

Bringing creative designers, technical designers, and product developers into Lectra Fashion PLM 

favors teamwork, while both respecting each contributor's work preferences and helping them perform 

tasks with tools they already know well. "We have taken great care to keep the user experience as 

aligned to Adobe Illustrator as possible and to fit Lectra Fashion PLM seamlessly into this 

environment," explains Anastasia Charbin. 

 

In addition, there are other significant new improvements in this latest release of Lectra Fashion PLM 

such as a deeper integration of Lectra's 3D virtual product sampling. 3D samples increase design options 

while reducing the number of physical prototypes needed therefore cutting cost and time to market, 

which results in better looking and better fitting styles. 

 

Design and product development teams can now, by visualizing the style virtually in 3D, work 

collaboratively within a common workspace. They can review several design options, check fit for 

multiple sizes and work efficiently on modifications by adding annotations to 3D snapshots. They can 

also use live messaging. 

 

This collaborative platform also enables extended teams to have direct access to this shared information, 

and get the same level of information, in real-time. 

 

Shared information is also a powerful tool for management teams. Decision-makers can approve styles 

from realistic simulations without having to wait for a first physical prototype, which facilitates earlier 

decision-making and helps to design right-the-first-time products. 

 

Along with better collaboration, embedded knowledge allows teams to focus on creating innovative 

products and solving problems rather than on spending time searching for details or verifying the 

reliability of information. 

 

With Lectra Fashion PLM V3R3, industry norms, standards and best practices have been added such as 

new color libraries, testing templates and care labels, thus boosting productivity and freeing users to 

pursue more complex, value-added tasks. 

 

By including more compliance templates and lab test listings in its standard libraries, Lectra 

demonstrates its ongoing commitment to streamline the product development process by, for example, 

addressing day-to-day regulatory challenges. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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MecSoft Releases VisualCAM 2014 for Geomagic® 

14 January 2014 

 

MecSoft Corporation has announced the availability of VisualCAM 2014 for Geomagic, a major version 

release for MecSoft’s integrated CAM solution for 3D Systems’ CAD software, Geomagic Design. 

 

VisualCAM 2014 for Geomagic includes two CAM modules, MILL and TURN, each of which run 

integrated inside the Geomagic CAD program and can be bought and licensed independent of each 

other. The TURN module is a new module that is being introduced with the 2014 release. The MILL 

module was significantly enhanced and improved in this 2014 release to provide customers with a 

powerful and complete manufacturing platform. 

 

“MecSoft is a valuable partner for 3D Systems, providing the only integrated CAM solution for 

Geomagic Design,” stated Calvin Hur, Vice President and General Manager, Geomagic Solutions, 3D 

Systems. “We’re excited to see the product mature with the release of VisualCAM 2014 for Geomagic, 

and we look forward to our continued relationship with MecSoft Corporation.” 

 

“This is an important release for MecSoft, in that it features a brand new TURN module and also a 

greatly improved MILL module.  With this new functionality together with the seamless integration 

inside Geomagic Design, we continue to provide leading edge manufacturing capabilities for Geomagic 

Design users worldwide.” stated Joe Anand, President and CEO of MecSoft Corporation. 

 

A free demo of VisualCAM 2014 for Geomagic can be downloaded 

at http://visualcamforgeomagic.com. 
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Mentor Graphics Announces GENIVI 5.0 Compliant Linux-Based Automotive Technology Platform 

to Bring Consumer Electronics Experiences to IVI Systems 

15 January 2014 

 

Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced the availability of the latest release of its Mentor 

Embedded Automotive Technology Platform (ATP) for Linux-based in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) 

system development. Automotive Tier One suppliers can speed the development of rich and responsive 

user interfaces or HMIs, similar to those seen in consumer electronics devices, with the new graphics 

development and optimization functionality added to this GENIVI 5.0 compliant release. In addition, by 

combining ATP with the recently announced Mentor® Embedded Hypervisor automotive OEMs can 

integrate greater functionality, such as device connectivity, on emerging infotainment hardware system-

on-chip (SoC) architectures while maintaining secure separation for critical functionality. 

 

“Our experience working with Tier One suppliers drove us to simplify profiling of Linux-based IVI 

http://visualcamforgeomagic.com/
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2F&esheet=50783522&newsitemid=20140115005278&lan=en-US&anchor=Mentor+Graphics+Corporation&index=1&md5=00fb489ba4af8db03863d52bec9551e0
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fembedded-software%2Fautomotive-technology-platform%2F&esheet=50783522&newsitemid=20140115005278&lan=en-US&anchor=Mentor+Embedded+Automotive+Technology+Platform&index=2&md5=5a8a6d2068c56b45ded4e74d359a1365
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fembedded-software%2Fautomotive-technology-platform%2F&esheet=50783522&newsitemid=20140115005278&lan=en-US&anchor=Mentor+Embedded+Automotive+Technology+Platform&index=2&md5=5a8a6d2068c56b45ded4e74d359a1365
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fembedded-software%2Fhypervisor&esheet=50783522&newsitemid=20140115005278&lan=en-US&anchor=Mentor%C2%AE+Embedded+Hypervisor&index=3&md5=238a6b812092bfeee776634a86e38097
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systems and the identification of bottlenecks by developing instrumentation in the kernel and graphics 

layers.” 

 

The latest ATP release is a fully instrumented platform enabling the use of the award-winning Mentor 

Embedded Sourcery™ Analyzer to profile the entire embedded IVI system, including use cases such as 

fast boot and graphics performance. The new release includes graphics framework support for X11 and 

Wayland, GPU support and an instrumented package for QT 5.0 that includes the visual and interactive 

analysis of UI smoothness, start-up time, latency and QML activity. 

 

“The multicore and graphics processing capabilities of the Texas Instruments OMAP 5 and upcoming 

Jacinto 6 platforms are designed to deliver the performance and rich graphics demanded of next 

generation infotainment systems,” stated Matt Watson, general manager of Audio and Infotainment at 

Texas Instruments. “The Automotive Technology Platform provides a robust GENIVI compliant 

solution for Automotive Tier One suppliers and OEMs and includes innovate instrumentation and 

analysis to make the most effective use of the OMAP 5 platform.” 

 

This ATP release has achieved GENIVI 5.0 compliance for the Freescale i.MX6, Texas Instruments 

OMAP 5 and Renesas Marzen H1, and is fully Yocto Project 1.5 compliant. The release also provides a 

Virtual BSP for host-based development and testing. Mentor will continue to track standards such as 

GENIVI and the Yocto Project and add support for emerging multicore and heterogeneous hardware 

including the Texas Instruments Jacinto 6. 

 

“The latest ATP release supports leading IVI SoCs and adds unique instrumentation and profiling from 

the kernel to graphics layers,” said Glenn Perry, general manager of the Embedded Software Division of 

Mentor Graphics. “Our experience working with Tier One suppliers drove us to simplify profiling of 

Linux-based IVI systems and the identification of bottlenecks by developing instrumentation in the 

kernel and graphics layers.” 

 

For more information on the Mentor Embedded Automotive Technology platform please 

visit: http://www.mentor.com/atp 
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Nemetschek Vectorworks Releases Localized Version of Vectorworks 2014 in Japan 

14 January 2014 

 

Nemetschek Vectorworks, Inc. is pleased to announce the availability of the Japanese-language version 

of the Vectorworks® 2014 line of design software, including: Vectorworks Designer, Architect, 

Landmark, Spotlight, Fundamentals and Renderworks®. 

 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fembedded-software%2Fsourcery-tools%2Fsourcery-analyzer%2F&esheet=50783522&newsitemid=20140115005278&lan=en-US&anchor=Sourcery%E2%84%A2+Analyzer&index=4&md5=d97e065c9d8dc3743b5080a9fe7011e5
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fatp&esheet=50783522&newsitemid=20140115005278&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fatp&index=5&md5=02eb7d0ab646b676dc4356b322d0eb37
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A&A Co., Ltd., the distributor of Vectorworks software in Japan, held a series of pre-launch events last 

month to introduce the new version of Vectorworks software to designers across the country and, 

beginning today through February 24, the company will hold several online product launch events, as 

well. More information about the online events can be found here: 

http://www.aanda.co.jp/seminar/web/Vw2014.html 

 

The Vectorworks 2014 software contains more than 130 improvements, including new BIM tools for 

architects, increased site design capabilities for landscape architects and designers, as well as 

enhancements to lighting devices, documentation and graphic controls for entertainment designers. 

Visit http://www.vectorworks.net/2014 to learn more about all the new features in Vectorworks 2014 

software. 

 

The release of the Japanese localized version of Vectorworks 2014 continues the global rollout of the 

software. The English-language version was launched on Sept. 17, 2013; several localized versions were 

released across Europe in October and November of 2013; the Portuguese localized version was released 

in Brazil on Oct. 31, 2013; and the Spanish-language version was released on Nov. 26, 2013. 
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